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FOUND DEAD
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MRS. JENNIE McCULLY DEAD
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'Mrs. Jennie McCully died Monday
.morning after an illness, of only a,

VICTORY

under a small bridge about two miles
few hours. Funeral services were
.
west of Clovis and came te town im- conducted Tuesday afternoon from
.1
mediately and reported the matter to
Magic City undertaking parlors
the authorities. Justice of the Peace ltne
f of the
by Rev. Ted P. Ho ifield, pastor
J. P. Noble and C. V. Steed went out
Presbyterian church, and the remains
and found the body to be that of John
shipped to Roswell Thursday morn
BomgartAcr, and an inquest was
ing for burial. The deceased was
held. The Judge decided death was
forty-thre- e
years. old and leaves one
BomgartMr.
due to natural causes.
daughter, Thelma, two brothers in
ner has Jived in Clovis for several
Toronto, Canada, and two sisters,
months and has been in very poo.
Mrs. Daniels of Roswell and Mrs. Geo.
health and it is supposed that he
Patterson of Chicago, who Arrived
walked off down the railroad tract
here Wednesday and accompanied the
and laid down under the bridge to
remains to Roswell.
Mrs. McCully
rest, where he expired. He had
In Clovis for the past eleven
had
lived
$173.17 on his person besides a gold
years, where she conducted a growatch.
cery business on West Grand Ave.
The remains were buried in the
The news of the death of Mrs. McClovis cemetery Tuesday.
Cully came as a shack to her many
friends, and her going will be mournWEST CAMP RANCH SOLD
ed by many who have known in her
a friend in need and a friend indeed.
C. W. Marrison of Clovis has sold
Hjr charity extended to all the needy
his ranch place known as he West
to a Mr. Jones of that came within her knowledge.
Camp section,
Hereford, who has leased several sections adjoining, and will stock the CHAUTAUCUA IS AL- READY OVER THE TOP
ranch with the very best breed of
Herefords' obtainable.
He contemThe Clovis Chautauqua has all its
plates building a nice residence in
Farwell and will move his family here financial, problems solved for this
some time this summer. J. M. Smith, year. Before the doors were opened
who has been manager of the West for the first entertainment enough
Camp ranch for the past two years, season tickets had been sold to insure
will continue to live there and farm the guarantee.
The credit for this
is due the Boy Scouts, who pushed the
the land now under cultivation.
ticket sales this
Farwell Tribune.
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The Clovia Chautauqua started off
Tuesday afternoon with a concert by
tho Victory Player
and Electra
Piatt, reader and entertainer, They
alto gave a pleasing program In the
evening proceeding the It'etnro.
Ralph Parlette ipoke Tuesday
night and hii talk certainly had punch
to it. The man who failed to get
pler.y of good laughi out of it cer
tainly had something wrong with his
liver, and right along with his fun
he furnished plenty of good sound
horse tense, too. His subject was
'The University of Hard Knocks."
We may have some speakers during
the Chautauqua that will outclass
Ralph Parlette, but if they do they
W'U hve t "go ome."
Wednesday afternoon the St. Clair
Sisters and Miss Jean McDonald ga"e
The first
good performance
named is composed of four young
lady musicians of ability, and Miss
McDonald is a reader. In the evening the St. Clair sisters rendered a
program that was well received, not
of rain,
withstanding the down-pou- r
just preceding the lecture by Lincoln
McConncll. Dr. McCpnnell talked on
"Crouches, Their Cause and (Jure."
He had to wait for the rain to stop
before he could start his lecture, but
held his audience well, regardless of
the storm.
,
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The following program will be carried out for the remainder of the
week:
THURSDAY EVENING
The evening addres.
Concert The Italian Barsagliere
Dand.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
The afternoon address.
Concert Harold Proctor Company
Afternoon lecture G r a n y lie
Jones.
FRIDAY EVENING
The evening address.
PSbctor Com
Concert Harold
pany.
The evening lecture Dr. Charles
H. Barker.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
The afternoon address.
Dr. Frank
The afternoon lecture
L. Loveland.
SATURDAY EVENING
The evening address.
The play "It Pays to Advertise."
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
The afternoon address
Concert
Concert The Premier
Artists.
Robert L
The afternoon lecture

,
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SUNDAY EVENING
The evening address,
Concert The Premier Concert
Artists
The program will begin promptly
on the time advertised.
The afternoon program begins at
,2:45 and the evening program begins
'at $:00 o'clock.
All programs will be held in the
big tent on North Main street.

'

COLORED MINSTRELS
AT THE LCCEUM
Manager Hardwick of the Lyraum
announces that he haa secured for
Friday night, this week, the famous
Iteese Bros, and their company of
clever Minstrels And Jubilee Singers.
The company comes highly praised by
cross and theatre managers throughout Arizona and New Mexico, where
they have been playing recently to
capacity houses. The company comes
.
return engage-Oichere direct from
l.
at tho Liberty Theatre at
It is a musical show. They
carry their own orchestra and the
entire company are talented in comedy, music, singing, dancing and en- ' tertaining'in their own peculiar wny,
and the management of tho Lyceum
.
feel they have secured a company of
ru) merit for thoir patrons. There
will Je one complete performance,
"
preceeded by a few reels of pictures.
Watch fpr big street concert. Show
begins at usual hour. Popular prices
for this engagement.
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Lot The News do your Job Printing

SCHOOL

NOTES

The Clovis Public Schools finish
work this week. The commencement exercises were held Monday night of this week atvthe High
School auditorium, with the following

their

graduating:
Ruth Clarice Hyatt, EdKh Clare
Boydstun, Evelyn Marie Turner, Margaret Beatrice Hall, Ncllye Rce Cook,
Gladys Ferree Riley, Lionel W. John
son, Carrol T. Clevenger.Ruby Rath-rin- e
Malone, Elva Clyde Cunningham,
Alice Elizabeth Martin, Julia Sue
Odom, May Shipley, Alma Ruth Wallace, Clarence R. Whiting, Blonnye
H. Foreman, Lottie E. Wallace, Matio
M. Gilham, Pauline Peters, Nola May
Owen, Ollie McBride and Edward O.
Morgan.
Quito a few of the high school pu
pils have been exempt from examina
tions on account of having filled the
1. Semesfollowing requirements:
ter average of 80 per cent in each
subject. 2. Semester average of 85
Dercent in all subject. 3. Semester
average of 00 percent or above in de
The students who have
nortment.
won this exemption are:
Sophomores Amy Anderson, Ord
rie Bnird, Gladys Bevel, Amy Dor;
mini, Wendell Foreman, Ethel Goodman, Kent Hunt, Clarence Hobdy,
Moye Myers, Argie Miles, Fred Overton, Marion Roger, Ruby 8uman,
Weeta Wooton, and, Ruby Latta.
Juniors Annabel Boydstun, Ruth
Cook, Jessie Cunningham, Ruth
Mar jiret Givens, Cecil
Mildred Jump, Edith Mlton,
Edgar Maynard, Lillian Patton, Blandían! Pritchard, Harold Stokes, Grace
Stahl.
Freshmen Wilbur Anderson
Ennes, Myrtle Fallis, Dovie
Giesler, Billy Greear, Nellie Griffith,
Glenn Hunt, Esther Heatherly, Gertrude Hockenhull, Helen Mason, Lizzie Swoape, Wilda Thigpcn, Raymond
Weislnger and Pearl Warren.
Nola
Seniors Edith Boydstun,
Owen, Elva Cunnipgham, Blonnye
Foreman, Margaret Hall, Pauline
Peters, Alice Martin, Ollio McBride,
Edward Morgan, Ruth Hyatt, Lionel
Johnson, Lottie Wallace, Ruth Wal
lace.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The following high school students
have earned letters In Student Activ'
ities:
Boys Basket Ball Mike Crow,
(Captain), Wendell Foreman, "Allie
Montgomery, Carmel Esstham, Kent
Hunt, Emmett Hobdy, Porter Marsh.
Girls' Basket Ball Elva Cunning-ingha(Captain), Loula Bell Wilson,
Ruth Wilson, Lorena Perkins.
Her-furt-
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LfiST SOLDIER
FRANCE

10 QUIT
BY

Secretary Baker announces that by
August the last man of the Americart
expeditionary forces will have been
withdrawn from France. He said this
estimate was based on the movement
of 300,000 men a month to the United
States.
Already, Mr. Baker said, the American forces in France have been divorced from the army of occupation.
Plans have been completed to supply
the force in Germany through the
port of Antwerp and Rotterdam, re
moving the necessity for maintaining
e
Une of communication
the
from Brest. The French ports will be
maintained, however, for the with
drawal of the American expeditionary
More than half of the expeditionary force has now left France, Mr.
Baker said, and as the withdrawal
progresses-- facilities which were used
for those forces are being turned
back, either to private owners or to
the municipalities to which they

'The

Oil and Lease

d

Co. is the name of a new oil company
organized in Clovis the past week.
This company is componed of practic
ally the same men who put over the
Burk-EastlaOil Company that is
now drilling in the Burkburnett field
and whose stock is selling above par
now.
The Ww company has 594 M
acres in nine different leases and will
drill two wells. Baker Bros, are
among the principal promotora in

the new company and the home office
of the company will be in Clovis.
BOY SCOUT WEEK

President Wilson has named Sunday, June 8th to Saturday, June 14th,
as "Boy Scout Week," and has issued
a special proclamation that it be so
bb'served. At this time an 'effort will
be nfede to have the public recognize
the real benefits to be derived from
the boy scout program.
MUSIC AND

DRA-

MATIC ART CLUB
WILL REFUND IF
INCREASE IS ILLECAL

, Organization of the Music and
Dramatic AK Club waa postponed till
Wednesday afternon, May 21st, when
a mooting for the purpose will be held
at the Presbyterian church at 2:30.
All persons interested in the development and progress of these arts are
Invited to come and assist in the
organization of this club.

Santa Fe, May 12. President
Hugh H. Williams of the state' cor
poratlon commission received last
week message from C. E. Stratton,
general manager of the Mountain
Statei Telephone and Telegraph com
pany, that the company would make
refunda in exoese of charges for tele
phone service should the United SAYS NEW MEXICO
States supreme court decide that the
BEATS CALIFORNIA
increase in rates ia illegal, Chairman
Williams urges all telephone patrons
F. A. Cookl former County Surto retain their receipted bills for pre- veyor, is here this week visiting old
sentation for possible refunds later. friends and looking after business.
Mr. Cook moved from here to California about a year ago for the beneMAY CO AFTER
DRILLING PROPOSITION fit of his daughter's health which, he
says, has been very much improved.
Denis Bros, and Ramey and Wil- Mr. Cook says California is a great
kinson are working on a proposition place' to live, but he thinks Eastern
to get a' large acreage of leases i't New Mexico has it beat bad when
this county and induce R driller Id it comes to opportunities for a man
come to Curry County and put dow.i to make money. Mr. Cook's son, W.
The proposition F, Cook, who has been in tho service,
a deep test well.
they are planning to pursue will be a has just been discharged and is here
fair one to all concerned and should with his father.
they decide to attempt to put the
THANKS WORKERS
proposition over it should have the
of all.
hearty
In speaking of tho success of the
Victory Loan in Curry County, S. A.
AMARILLO TO HAVE
NATURAL CAS Jones, who was chairman of the drive
in this county, asks the Nwi to
Amarillo will soon have natural thank everyone who assisted in the
Mrs. W. G. Broome returned from gas. The wells north of that city work of putting the drive over
Kansas City, Saturday, where the have been found to produce enough ''The railroad boys are deserving of
went to buy a new stcck of miUinery gas for tho city and the company will especial credit for the work they did,"
said Mr. Jones,
and other godds.
soon pipe the gas In.

LETTERS FORSCH0LARSHIP
Deportment for the year 80 per
cent or above. Average In .all sub
jects for the year 90 percent or above
Seniors Edith Boydstun, Alice
Martin, Ruth Hyatt, Nola Owen and
Blonnye Foreman.
Juniors Ruth Cook, Jessie Cun
ningham, Ruth Edmonds, Margaret
Givens, Blanchard Pritchard, Lillian
Patton.
Amye Anderson,
Sophomores
Wendell Foreman, Clarence Hobdy,
Ruby Suman, Ruby Latta.
Freshmen Myrtle Fallis, Dovie
.
Gienler, Billy Greear.,
.
CLARENDON COLLEGE SCHOL- -'
ARSHIP
Free tuition to the boy or girl making the highest average for the four
years' course: Ollie McBride, with
Blonnye Foreman as alternate. Edith
Boydstun, with Nola Owen as alternate.
TRACK MEET AT ALBUQUERQUE
Mike Crow, Wendell Foreman, and
Allio Montgomery represented Clovis
High School and won second place at
the state meet. Tho boys brought
back 0 medals 7 silver and 2 bronze.
They will be the nucleus around
which Clovis high expects to build a
team to win the state meet next year.

More rains have fallen over the
county during the past week,' the
latest being a down-pou- r
Wednesday
night. For the first time in a good
many years the farmers
are just
about ready to holler "nuff" on the
rain proposition. Getting crops plant
ed is now beginning to be
serious
proposition.
There has been more
rainfall so far this spring than eVer
before in the history of the eastern
New Mexico country.
MRS. CLENNY CURLESS

;The Victory Loan drive in Curry
County resulted In the subscription of
$135,300, while our quota was only
oversubscription
the
Jl 13,900,
amounting to in the neighborhood of
twenty per cent. As far as the New
has heard, Curry was the first countg
in the state to go over the top in its
$68,000 worth of the
subscription.
bonds sold in the county were subscribed for by the Santa Fe employees, while $67,000 were bought
through the banks of the county by
people who were not employed by the
railroad company. Particular credit
is due the Santa Fe boys in Clovis,
for they did more than their share toward putting over the loan.

Whereas God in his infinite wis
dom has taken from us our beloved RECITAL OF THE NEW MEX.
sister, Mrs. Clenny Curless, wife of
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
brother Bert Curless, a loving wife
and a tireless worker in the further
ing of our ideals.
Be it therefore resolved, that the
Keystone chapter, number twenty-seveof the order of Castern Star,
extend our heartfelt sympathies to
our bereaved brother and the other
members of her family, in this their
hour of. utmost sorrow, and
Be it further resolved, that a copy
of these resolutions be sent to the
bereaved family, qjid a copy be placed
in each of the local papers, and one
be placed upon the books of our
Order. ,
Committee.

A recital of decided excellence was
given by a number of the voice aad
piano students of the New Mexico
Conservatory of Music
evening, May 6th, at the Baptist
church.
Although the rain and mud kept
many away, a large crowd was in attendance and listened with keen
pleasure to a long but interesting
program. A very enjoyable feature
of the program was the singing by
e Clovis Double Male Quartette.
All the students acquitted themselves with distinction, upholding the
standards and high endeavors of the
conservatory.
The music students
CLOVIS SEES AIRPLANES
did splendidly, reflecting much credit
Mrs.
Anns
The citizenship of Clovis had the upon their teacher,
r.
pleasure of seeing two government
airplanes this week. Monday after
The accompaniments were played
noon the bird-medid some special with artistic taste and sincerity by
stunts in the air and as these were Mrs. Wilma Munn-SagThose participating were: Voice
the first planes to visit Clovis, the
Kathleen Love, Agnes
demonstration was very interesting, Department
These machines were sent out to help LaLonde, Alice Malard, Mrs. C. C.
put over the Victory Loan, but there Baker, Stanton Lewis, Mr. Swart
were many towns to visit and they and Mr. Nicholas.
Joe Luikart,
Piano Department
failed to make Clovis until after the
Patiline Barris, Margaret Cramer,
drive was over.
Carmena Johnson, Margaret Culpepper, Delia Collins, Irma Persinger,
APPRECIATION
Lydia Havener, Virginia Weisinger,
I desire very sincerely to thank our Lorena Perkins, Marie Luikart, Pearl
friends for the many expressions of Smith, Edna Saunders, Pearl Curry
their kindness and sympathy, shown and Zella May Pierce.
in various ways during this period of
SENIOR CLASS PLAY
my misfortune.
Referring to the many friends who
The Senior Class Play given at the
called just before we left home, Mrs.
Curless said: "Oh my, but it was nice High .School Auditorium last Friday
to have so many dear friends call." night came up to the usual standard
The thoughtfulness of those little of excellence of annual entertainfriends who had flowers for her to ments of this aort that have been
enjoy the day we arrived in Chicago, given by Clovis graduating classes.
the Sunday school sending that All the pupils acquitted themselves
very large and beautiful wreath of well. The title of the play this year
flowers to me, it expressed much was
love and deep sympathy. Words cannot express my sympathy and gratiANOTHER NICE HOME
tude at this time. I pray that God
W. B. Cramer has commenced exmay be merciful to us all.
BERT CURLESS.
cavation on the basement of a nice
home that he will build on North Gid-distreet. The new residence will
SOLD GOOD FARM
be constructed of tile and finished
J. f. Parrett has recently sold his with stucco. It will be a dandy home
of land three milei north and will add to the appearance of
east of town to W. T. Waggoner, re (lidding Street.
cently of Kansas, for a consideration
F. A. Cook, our old County Surof $13,000, the dsal being made by
the Reagan Land & Cattle Co. ;Ir. veyor, 'is in Clovis from California,
rarrett will not leave Curry County, and will be pleased to do and surbut will likely move to Clovis.
veying or mapping the people may
want while he is here.
A SUCCESSFUL SCRATCHER
.

700-mil-

fore.

IT STILL RAINS

,

t
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Roman-Beave-

n

half-sectio- n

N. L. Tharp of near Texico writes
the following directions for making a
successful "seratcher" to break- the
surface of the ground after the recent rains: '
A successful "seratcher" is made of
three pieces of oak ,2x2x10 in. put
together in A shape. The back points
arc 12 inches. apart with 2H inch
holes in each side, one 4 inch hole in
inch harcenter af the point Five
row teeth driven in the holes, the
cross bar bolts on cultivator foot.
The back teeth can be made 10 or 12
inches apart to suit. The front tooth
can be raised or lowered to suit the
grain to be scratched It will not gather trash and you can use it to cultivate feed after it is up, by removing
the center tooth.
-

HONOR TO WHOM
HONOR IS DUE
The employees of the Santa
Fe in Curry County bought more
than fifty percent of the bonds
sold here, their subscription
amounting to $68,000.00. The
railroad boys have done much
more than their part in putting,
over this loan as far as this
county is concerned, for while
thef have subscribed more than
half of the total, they do not
represent anything like half the
wealth of the county. Hats off
to the Santa Fe boys, they are
there with the goods.
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On May 2nd, the publisher of the
Call sent a telegram to he secretary
of the navy stating the facts and
closing as follows:
"We demand that you take action
to protect lives and property by pre
venting further indication of riot.'- So it is always with the radicals.
When they are committing or coun
selling violence, they want no govern
ment interference, they are for an
archy; but let an outraged public
visit summary vengenance, and there
is an immediate call pon the hated
government for protection.
What cowards I
Albuquerque
Journal.

For Good Style, Low Wear Fast
Color, Insist

Upon

Clothe

191.
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ALL-WOOL-X-

PERCENT

00

The Kirschbaum Label

h

An

LIVE,

Guarantee

All-Wo- ol

long-fibcre-

wool

d

of real

strength the best
American and imported dyestuffs
only materials of such quality
are used in producing the fabrics
for Kirschbaum Clothes. No pull-in- g
out of shape, no cockling of
edges, no fading of color. It's
the fine woolens and the fine
Kirschbaum workmanship.
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From Dallas News
IYrsonally we have often wished we
might be a patron of the arts, but we
dure any person to try to sell us an
oil painting of our oil well.

'

What has become of the
hotel that charged a dollar
,day?

West Dallas widow says the
proposal she has received was
from a magazine Socialist, who said
he wanted a place where he could get
free board and lodging while writing
,
a history of labor.

W. I. Luikart & Co.

EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher
Entered at the post ofll e at Clovis.
cIiihh mutter
as
under the act of March 3, 1ST.New Mexico,

.......

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Tear

Six Months

$1.00
.75

Now Heini knows that war is hell.

Phone 206

One of the strangest things in this
world is how much furniture costs at
the stores and how cheap it looks
when if is being moved from one
house to another.

it can cam and lubor for the welfare ing of Greek and Astronomy to the
and comfort of its owner.
chastising of rebellious convicts and
On aecdunt of the suspended build- the care of the insane.
ing operations during the war, the
Oklahoma authorities further point
United States now needs almost a out that the central board of control
million homes. That meuns rents are became more or less a political insti
high. If yiu don't own a home you tution, with tremendous
political
must pay tribute to the hard necessi- power, through the patronage at its
ties which have brought about a disposal.
scarcity 0 homes. Unless home buildThe people of New Mexico are to
ing gets under way immediately, vote next fall upon a constitutional
when our millions of soldiers return amentment which would place all
to civil life and when thouaunds of state educational and, as we. under
war wovkers who have been living in stand it, penal institutions, under a
Government buildings get back to j single boar of three members, who
where they must have apartments and are to be paid salaries. The question
houses, rents are going U be higher. js g iarge one. The Evening Herald
Thrift, of the intelligent, will put Ms not prepared to say that a central
present Savings to work that future board, because it failed to work in
rental expenses may be escaped. Oklahoma, would also fail to work in
Present savings invested NOW in a ;ew Mexico. Certainly the question
home will emancipate your pocket-1- 8
one that should be very thought-boo- k
from the hands of the collector. fuy considered by the people.
e
intelligently thrifty Build now. buquerque Herald.

Even if the German delegates do
not like what has been fixed up for
them they should realize that the
treaty was not prepared with a view
OKLAHOMA'S SIGNIFI.
to what they might think about it.
CANT ACTION
Curry County has done her part in
Shortly after it was admitted to
the Victory drive and every citizen
We statehood, Oklahoma adopted a sysis proud of the achievement.
went over the top several days before tem of centralized control of educa
the drive ended and no doubt the tional and other public institutions
good results in this county helped supported by the state.
A' single
along the work in other counties board, appointed by the governor and
where the interest had been lagging. paid considerable salaries, was placed
state
in charge of some twenty-tw- o
educational, penal and other instituBUILD HOMES NOW
tions.
,
The last session of the Oklahoma
The American Home Owner is the
man who has discovered that thrift 'legislature repealed this action and
of each
is something nore than the hoarding restored the management
of money. The family "sock" and the state institution to separate board.
Oklahoma, According to educators
eld china tea pot may be chuck full
f dimes and puarters, or five and ten and others in a position to speak
dollar gold pieces, and yet thrift may about conditions there, found that the
DC Unknown to the head of the house. central institutional board was not as
efficient as the separate, boards had
He may be only a miser.
Thrift not only saves intelligently, been. It is alleged that the central
but it puts its savings to work; not board eould not get the proper grasp
only does it save dollar, but it puts of the varied activities of twenty-tw- o
'
that dollar where it will thrive, where institutioi.s ranging from the teach- -
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Official Tuper of Curry County.

We Will Buy Your
Bear Grass

old-fas- h

ioned

J45,

The Clovis News

Feed

Groceries, Coal and

SNAP SHOTS

price and at 40 and
the new Spring styles
fabrics.
in guaranteed

At this

MERCANTILE

Al-B-

Plains Buying
Selling Association

Another reason why a married man
ought to smoke is because he can
lltfht his pipe tmd keep his mouth shut
when his wife is doing the talking.
Of course Jonah may hove had a
right to feel aggrieved, but he might
at least have been thankful that the
whale didn't Chew.

92

Just to look at it, without preju
dice, wouldn't it seem that low cit
shoes should be low priced shoes.

Q

Twol Phones

'

BUSINESS IS GOOD

Pcavish says that when Mr.
Peavish has good digestion he takes
the credit to himself, and when he
has a bad conscience he blames, it on
her.

.

Mrs.

You arc welcome at our store, whether

.

a customer, or a visitor.

What has become of the
man who used to carry a beer
opener on his key ring?

If they left it to us to punish the
Kaiser we would fill him full of
WHAT COWARDS
)
cooties and then put him in a straight
When the I. W. W. got in trouble in jacket.
San Diego, Calif., a few years ago,
because the members of the organiThe most peculiar thing of all is
zation spat upon the flag and tram- why a woman drosses to attract atpled it under foot and denounced all tention and then gets mad if anyone
governments the first thing they did stares at her.
after the mob came was to appeal to
h
all the forms of government in existWhat has become of the
ence the mayor of the city, the sher- ioned man who used the family cat
iff of the county, the governor of the for a hot water bottle!
state, and the president of the United
Sometimes it looks like all t our
States for protection.
On May 1st, the New fork Call, 1 money that doesn't go for
socialist organ published in New York goes for keep-uissued an appeal to the "workers of
4
As a general thing, if a man's wife
the world" to revolt and overthrow
the government. That day soldiers were not his better half she would be
and sailors returned from the war, nothing to brag on.
'stormed the building in which the
Optimism it our aim, but some
Call is published, pied the type, broke
up some of the machinery and han- thing tells us that when the driller
and employes quits our oil well he won't leave
dled the publishers
rather roughly treated 'em rough, grease spot
in fact.
.
What has become of the
candidate who demanded Government ownership of public utilities?

your order

'

wc Have

If

.

we take

both won, if we

fail to sell you we have both lost. Buy

stock and get in on the "velvet." Askv
us to explain. We carry a full line of

I

groceries, feedgas, oils, coal,
mills, caseings, tubes, etc.

.

Hanes Underwear for men,
'

old-fas-

wind-

there is

greatly - reduced prices,
while they last.
none better,

Standard liandt Wagons, $100.00. Cet
your onion sets now.

up-kee- p

Full line of Dr. Lagean Stock Medicine None Better

Plains Buying & Selling Association
'

F. B. Payne, Manager

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

.

Lawn Hose aud Sprinklers.

Sea
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We have entered .upon our fourth year of service to
the farmers and business men of Clovis and Curry County.

your past
support upon our ability and readiness to render:
We Bolieit a continuance and increase of

Careful

Accurate

Courteous

Efficient

SERVICE
LOANS to the CATTLEMAN

.2

and

FARMER our SPECIALTY

812Ó a Moth
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Draasaoa's RmIwm Colino, Asile ae,

f"1"

Tiai

'

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
4

"The Farmers' Friend
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Rapp Monument Co.
206 West Grand Ave

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
I

Your adilr'in j

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, Fort Sumner, New Mexico, April 9th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given thut tho
State of New Mexico, by virtue of
1)K.ya;k am tkansfek
the acts of Congress approved June
U 21st, 1898, and June 20th, 1910, ana
e
FHONK 07
hnuling and
TiOt lis do your
acts supplementary thereto, has tiled
rnnvlng $1.(10 por lonl for small
in this office selection list for the fol2.00 per load (or big
lowing described lands,
wuK'tn,
wngon, Wc do crating and csn
List No. 8444,'Svrial No. 018554.
also furnish storage. Iioxus for
SWtt See. 2, T. 3N, R. 80 E., N.
salo.
H M. P. M., containing 160 acres.
When you go (o move don't for. g
Protests or contests against such
let us.
2 selection may be filed' In this office
during tilt period of publication, or

wmmMmawmmsmmm

it

$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Brgrrmaai'iiriiaKWisi

,

.

(First published April 18, 1919.)

Your name)

"

'

Your Correspondence Solicited

Bond PltKK hook about your NEW, KASY,
quick MK'rilDItfor trelnln iw, at my home or
r"Hn,month,bookkeeper
at eollf. lor
and Ml
or itcnuxraphiT, ni SW lo 1125
arc Mi iw thn
cour
me why your
anil why biwineae nv-coumm at other rolle
refer to employ tliow yna train. I ureter train-iE
Hiato "h une" or "colkiie' .
i

M. W. Lincecum
6

See Us Before Buying

" KEN and WGMEH

,

MONUMENTS

S3
Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.

t:

at any time thereafter before final
approval and certification.
W. R. McGILL. .
Ri.irlaii.1.

Thers Is mure Catarrh In thli ctlu
ot tlm country than all othxr
put together, and fur yenra It wni
to be Incurable. Doottira prescribed
local remnllea, and by constantly ful I in
to cure with local treatment, pronounced .
It Incurahlc. Catarrh la a local dlscan
srcatly Inllucnced by conatltutlonal condition! and therefore require conmiiu-tlontreatment,
llnll'i Catarrh Mmll-cln- o.
manufactured by. F J. Cflency A
Co., Toledo, Ohio, l
a constitutional
remedy, la taken Internally and acta,
thru tht Ulood on the Mucout Hurfaceii
of th Byatcm. On Hundred Dollars reward Is offered for any rai that Hall's
Catarrh Mmlk-lfalls to curs. Bend for
circulars and testimonial.
pPiACH,'';NKY
V" Tol,- - Ohio.
Hall'

j Family

7So.

fills for constipation.
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DepartRight here in the middle of the spring season we find we are overloaded in our Ready-to-wement. So we are going to make some sacrifices to sell these garments before the season isover. Our policy
is, and always .has been, to selUhe merchandise before it goes out of style and we live up, to that policy regardless of what we have to sell our merchandise at. Be sure and visit Luikart's and see the bargains we
.
are offering for the next few weeks.
ar

Ladies' Coats

have liail Ilu most wonderful
suit business this spring we bavc
ever liad, but, we are still overstocked with suits. They are in
Sertfc, Trieoline, J'arict Twill and
(iaberdine. The colors are tan,
pray, navy and copen. The styles
arc" fashions latest models. Suits
that sold from ifctt.OO to .tfi.").00
Special Sale Price

Dollman Capes and Coats of r,
serge and tricotine, shown in
all the leading colors for spring.
These are the newest wraps of the
season. Some are made long, while
others are made short in the sport
effect. Your choice of any Coat or
Cape in the house at,

AVc

One-Thir- d

One-Fourt-

Off

In taffeta and combination taffeta and satin, sizes 8 to 14 years.
Colors rose iiavv, Ved and copen
Sale Price
J

Off

10

One-Fourt-

Misses, Juniors and ladies gingham dresses. Large range of patterns in the plaid and stripe that
are so good this spring. Values
$2.50 up to $12.50. Choice

rimmed with lace and beaded
Others are very beautifully em
broidcried. Prices from $5.00 up.
Special Sale Price

10

.

Gingham Dresses

in white, ilesh,
bisque, maize and copen. Some are

Off

h

Price

One-Ha- lf

í eorgette Blouses

Silk poplin and taffeta Coats in
navy, Ian and Hose. Cloth Coats of
poplin, velour and serge, in gray,
navy, tan and brown. Special Sale
Price

cor-.set- s.

.

Blouses

Children's Coats
Children's Silk Dresses

Off

h

front laee

These are numbers (hat we
have discontinued. AH good styles.
Values $11.00 up to $10.00 out together. Choice while they last at

are navy, brown, black, gray, white,
flesh and coen. All the latest
styles. Prices range from .$18.00
1of i:.00. Sale Price

Off

Gne-Thir- d

One lot of Oossard

Silk dresses of taffeta, crepe de
chines and georgette. The colors

ve-lon-

.

Corsets

Ladies' Dresses

Ladies' Suits

Off

Off

One-Fourt- h

PAY CASH AND SAVE MONEY

w.

COM PANY

LUÍKART

Church News
Items of Intrwt In Clovis Church
Circlet

METHODIST CHURCH
Next Sunday brings to Methodism
the greatest day in iU h iitor y. The
Centenary is.sn open door to the
greatest things ever' done by the
Church of God. I And people are
aflame if they have had a chance to
know. I will be home Saturday morn.
ing.
subject
for Sunday:
Morning
Twentieth Century Victories."
I will be at Havener at 8 p. m.
J. T. REDMON.
FIRST FRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
We will have the two services of
the morning, Sunday school at 9:45
a. ra., and morning worship at 11
o'clock. The evening services will

edge of the subject.
be dismissed for the Chautauqua.
Next Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
It ia hoped that the morning ser
vices will be well attended by the you will find a welcome awaiting yuu
members of, the church and that
everyone else will feel the true wel
come that awaits them at our church.
Next Sunday morning marks the
time that we have set apart for the
beginning of the Second Coming of
Christ. If you are not interested in
this greatest of Bible themes, come
out lo unís nrsi service anyway, anu
perhaps your eyea will be opened to
its importance. If you are inteimied
we want you to come and help ui
make thia series a great spiritual
blessing. Many say it ia foolish te
study about .the second coming of
Christ for two reasons: first because
we can understand so little about the
subject and second, because It is of
more importance to study about getting ready for that hour. But we
never know about any subject bj refusing to Jtudy it and the Bible ia
far plainer on this subject than you
have ever dreamed. And it is also
true that!' nothing will stimulate a
man's desire to be ready for the
Lord's Coming liku thorough knowl

Wedding Gifts
For generations jewelry has been
accepted at the moil suitable wedding
gift, for it carries with It the proper
sentiment that a ift of this kind
should.
We are (I way 4 glac) to
offer suggestions.

Denhof Jewelry Company
Jewelers and Opticians
Official Santa Fa Watch Inspectors
.

wmmzm m mmm mmmmmmmmmmiimmmmmmmmm

at the Presbyterian church.
TED P. HOLIFIELD,

Minister.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
j

next Sunday evening
on account of the closing session of
All
the Chautauqua.
the regular
No services

morning services and Christian Endeavor Prayer Meeting at 7 in the
evénfhg. Be at this latter service
promptly at 7.
The morning subject, as announced
will be "The Conversion of a Military
Officer," and taken from the 10th
of Acts. It illustrates the carrying
out of the Great Commission. You
are welcome as a flower in May.
L N. JETT, Pastor.
MERE MONEY MAKING IS
NOT THE END OF EDUCATION
During most of the life of the gen
eration that is temporarily in charge
of earth's, affairs, education has been
urged aa a meana by which the indi
vidual may gain the richer joys of a
wide mental horizon and a balanced
judgment, plus (he reasonable cer
tainty of greater personal value in the
open market and a correspondingly
larger income with all the luxuries
that follow the receipt of more
money.
It is usually boiled down to the
very simple idea, "The more you
know the more you learn."
While changing other things, the
great upheaval which we call the war
has made necessary a change in any
delineation of the purpose, aims ami
ends of education.
It now appears that the problems
of pence will be actually greater than
those of war, and that the workers of
education will be the rime factor in
solving these problems.
It is now clear and beyond denial
that without education of the mnny,
no community can make progress toward better things.
Wo arVs assured that those without
education in Russia deliberately exterminate all who wear a white collar. Now the stnrched white collar
is a simple emblem of that
and cleanliness which naturally
of better
follows the appreciation
things that arises from education. It
has little or nothing to do with money
earning power.
' We see the same spirit spreading

dangerously through the masses of a
nation that has been held up to the
world as the best educated. It
spreads because their education was
directed wholly to material things and
misguided politically. Again we see
that the relation of education of making money is unimportant.
The big thing in education is Its
power to make nien better with the
result that enough such men make the
community better for everyone, safer
to live in, easier to work in and, both
last and least, easier to make money
in.

Education today

is the

world's

greatest problem. How to educate the
Czar's millions which he and those
using his name held down and deprived of education quickly enough
to save them, is one of the greatest
problems of the world.
Row to perform the same office
for those that were educated wrongly
by the Kaiser and his Government
ranka next.
How to educate the masses of the
lesser nations so that they can per
form the duties of citizenship follows,
And don't forget it how to edu
cate our own peopleto perform those
duties of citizenship with the skill and
forbearance that they have never yet
attained, that they may show the way
to all the nations of the earth, comes
first, says Educational Foundations,
It is not now clear that the value
of education lies in the making of
better citizens?
Clear the decks of selfish aims.
Hereafter education is not for money,
its for righteous citizenship.
LIBERTY
INTEREST

LOAN

of Second Liberty
Loan interest in Thrift or War Savings Stumps is urged upon the citizens
of Clovis by Mayor Lester Stone.
The Government will make a semiannual interest payment on the Second Liberty Loan, May 1 5th, at
which time a vast amount of money
will be turned ovar to investors in the
Eleventh Federal Reserve District.
'Many of our citizens own Second
Liberty Loan Bonds," the Mayor said.
' The Treasury Department has urged
that all who can, take, this interest
it in Jhrift or
money and
War Savings Stamps. By this means,
they can turn their interest into
more interest.
It is profitable pa
triotism and I trust that the citizens
of Clovis, who own Second Loan

Bonds will do as the Treasury Department has requested.
"Arrangements have been made so
that you can exchange your Liberty
Loan interest coupons for Thrift or
War Savings Stamps at the postoffice.
Our Postmaster has a sufficient supply of these Government securities on
hand to exchange for your coupons
and will be pleased to accomodate
you. War Savings Stamps are always cashable at the
stoffice on
ten days' written notice.
"I appeal to all patriotic citizens
of Clovia who own Second Liberty
Loan Bonda to get Thrift or War
Savings Stamps with their interest
coupons, May 15th. We have too
much civic pride to do less than our
neighboring cities. They are planning to roll up a big total in War
Savings Stamps sales on May 15th
and to do it largely through their
interest coupons. Let's get busy and
make Clovis lead the procession."

sig and C. F. Hastings brought then
to Farwell where they were given a
preliminary hearing, the boy turning?
states evidence.- - The Louisiana authorities were notified and in return
notified the local officers that they
would come and take them into)
custody.
.,
.
Ik

A Shave With a Smile
it a Shave Worth While.

We Can Make Your

t

Shaving Easier

Z

I

Shaving in the modern way
with modern utensils

is

a real

pleasure rather than a nuisaneei

Bovina Store

Burglarized

t

However, even some of the
latest shaving devices are not a
big improvement over the old; e

News.)
ll
(From
The Bovina Mercantile Company
again was the recipient of night raiders Wednesday night. This time it
was two men and one boy. The men,
Will Wilkes and Albert Nelson, seem
to be hardened convicts, while the
boy, no doubt, was lured ' into the
fray by them. There is a chance of
the young fellow reforming, so we refrain from giving the name to the
cold world, and perchance this lesson
will be of benefit to him, and cause
him to start life anew.'
They had stolen a Grant 6 automobile in Oil City, Louisiana, and in
a circuitous route reached this section of the country, coming via Wichita Falls. They left the car at Mr;
Rnwlcigh's
"me pretense.
to Bovina from
They made,'
there, and h .uer to cover up their
tracks broke into the Mercantile
building, taking some clothing and
other articles. When the proprietors
morning, the
opened up Thursday
theft was discovered. Immediately a
search was organized.
It was no
trouble to track them as their tracks
were easily detected on account of
the rain. They were found in an
abandoned shed near Parmerton.
Ray Davies, Jake McLean, F. W. Jer-Texico-Farwe-

But we are in a position to
know

which

are

the

most

worthy, as we have had an
to investigate

portunity
all.

op- -

them

'

tender you a most hearty

We

invitation to inspect our worthy
assortment of razors
hones
in

strops

blades

brushes

soapa

forms

soothing

oint--

all

etc.

ments

uni'"

Southwestern

Drug Co

.

The Rexall Store
Phone38-7-

1

Clovis, N. M

,
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FARM BUREAU GETS
fccting them.
REBATE 'ON FEED STUFF
Surely stockmen cannot afford to
We are advised by the railroad
let their cattle die from disease if
there is any reasonable preventative. officials and the Latta Grocery comThis disease has a great' many pany, that the half rate on the cake
symptoms, only a few of which are and meal bought for the stockmen
mentioned here. Often there is a by the Latta Grocery company has
swollen tongue, throat and, dewlap,' been refunded and that 11 stockmen
not received their portion
and even the lowor portion of the legs.
are now entitled to it
this
rebate
of
is
loss
of
an
appetite,
entire
There
the tempature may be only slightly, and can get it by calling on the Latta
above normal, but usually it it very Grocery company and and presenthigh. Salivation sets up and the ani ing their claims.
We would like to have all who are
mal makes unsuccessful attempts at
eating and swallowing. It may alst entitled to this rebate call at the
show difficult breathing. There may county sgenta office and get a statebe a blood stained discharge from the ment of the amount of cake upon
nostrils. The animal may pass shreds which they are entitled to a rebate.
of intestinal mucus and blood stains .This rebate it due entirely to the
with the feces. The urine may also efforts' of the Farm Bureau and has
d
beMinged with blood. Finally severe resulted in a saving of several
atockmen
small
the
to
dollars
aniplace
may
and
take
the
diarrhea

y

.

A Bank's over desire for
business usually results
in poorly secured loans
A bank's strength is in its
NOTES and MANAGEMENT

TH? CLOVIS KEW5,. THURSDAY,.

.

I

Tpayi

Ü

who-hav-

'

In point of strength we stand
FIRST

THE
CLOVIS NATIONAL
BANK

mal becomes very weak. Death usually takes place in .from 24 to 36
hours, but there are cases where they
die in as short a'time as six hours and
where the case becomes chronic they
have been known to live for a month,
As stated above, since his disease
has three distinct forms, there are
several other symptoms, but those
here mentioned will give the reader
at least a slight idea about what to

Surplus $25,000.00

Capital $25,000.00

look

FARMERS COLUMN
ltenuj of Interest to the Farmer Taken from the Currjr County Farm
Bureau News.

if we may accomplish any end, even
GREAT ENTHUSIASM IS
SHOWN IN CLUB WORK though we do ' hitch our wagon to a

star."
Those who are interested in Club
Work are surely pleased with the progress of the work in Curry County
thus far. Because of the fact that
the work began rather late in the
spring it has been quite hard to reach
all of the schools before they closed.
However, the enrollment has far exceeded that of any year since .the
work began in Curry County, it
reaching to date 417, and a number
of the schools have not been canvassed as yet.
Those having organized, and their
also giving the name of
the school, local leaders and enroll-ment are as follows:
Mrs. W. E McGregor,
Enterprise
Mrs. A. Struble, Wrs. Parker, Jim
IVtty and Dale Struble. Enrollment

The Club Work in Clevis has not
been organized yet, because so many
of the schols of the county were to
close earlier than the city schools,
and too, the Club Leader was appointed so late that boys who are to
raise products from the soil had to
be seen first. This week, however, is
club campaign week in Clovis, and
since Supt. E. W. Bowycr was Club
Leader last year and is so deeply interested in the education of the boys
and girls in general, we are sure that
this work will receive hearty
eration from the Clovis schools,
In view of thde fact that it is in
violation of the city ordinance to
h"ve
in Clovis, our' efforts this
y1'"1' w" bl li'votcd to the cooking,
c,"ininK. sewing, gardening and rab-2- i
hit clubs.
Wu 1,0
21.1
Placíate the special
Melrose Mrs. S. B. Cupples.
uf tll(' parents of the beys and
tw'5t
M.
A. Todd ,
Grove
Mis.
gins throughout the county. They
nnd Mr. Hur.doll. 27.
Grady Mrs. It. A. Crawford and prove by their enthusiasm that thev
realize the clubs to which their chil24.
Mr. McGrew.
Beilview Mfss Irma Mulhuir and dren belong do not mean a small fin"
ancial gain alone, but a source of
Mr. F. R. McKinley.
48.
Moye
Mr. E. S. Kempf and Miss wonderful industrial education.
Maggie Hopper. 9
SERIOUS DISEASES
Pleasant Hill Mrs. George Single-terr- y
AMONG LIVE STOCK
and Mr. Martin (suggested). 11.
Hanchvulc Enrollment 4S.
Our attention was called recently!.
Shiloh Mr. and Mrs. Gilliland. 18. ,to a
stranp (lis ise which has been
8.
Tcxico K. K. Runnells.
causing some very heavy losses'
West (hapel Jesse T. Smith and among the cattle of the
county. Aft- -'
2Ü.
Airs. Stella ?,. Raush.
er investigating the matter it was
lilaektower
10.
thought advisable to get an expert
Claud 22.
here to advise the stockmen what
11.
Junes
was best "to do and accordingly the
Frio Draw 6.
r.xicnsion service was advised and
..
f '
In n number of the districts the nr.
upp was called here to investi-gat- u
local, leaders have not yet been ap-tha situution. After a thorough
pointed. In son; they have been re-- 1 inspection and a post mortem excommended, but the Club Leader has amination, Dr. Lipp pronounced the
not seen them personally, so she hesi- disease as a very distinct outbreak of
tates to give their names as leaders. hemorrhagic septicemia.
There is surely a great field for
While this disease is very contagclub. work in our county, and we are ious, and in most cases fatal, there
indeed glad to see it grow. We hold is a way of combatting it and stockthe distinction of having the oldest men should not hesitate q take this
Boys' and Girls' Club in the State. action. There is a vaccine manufacPleasant Hill, 10 miles northeast of tured which has proven very effecClovis, is said by the Extension Ser- tive, and if the directions
g
vice at State College New Mexico,
each bottle are carefully folto have the oldest club in the state. lowed any one should have good reIt was organized in 1912 and has been sults. The cost of this vaccine is
an active club ever since. This dis- nominal and no stock owner should
trict also has the honor of having the take chances if he has any suspicious
first Stundard Club in Curry County, symptoms in his herd. The county
this charter being gained by the agent will be glad to render any asPleasant Hill Cooking Club last year, sistance possible to check the spread
We htfpe to have many Standard of this disease, so it is hoped that
Clubs this year and the interest that stock owners will feel free to advise
is being shown on the part of both this office if they have sick cattle and
leaders and members alike, looks as are at all in doubt as to what is af- t,'

1
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FORTY YEARS A DRUGGIST

He Endorses

PERUNA
Read this from Mr. L. A. Richardson
of Marine, Illinois:
"I hnve Wn nHrngrft In the retail irnn fcl-n.a- a

here for the pnut forty mn, IiurliiK Ihia
time 1 have, netn inuny patent menli.lne coma
Into line, llnurlHli for onn or two yean and than
irrnduHlly Iíkumi, nr. Thera are very few ol
enouph real merit to Insure them long
theae remedies thai pohm-kUfa. I'ernna kaa always bera a ioa seller wtta ar, with a marked
Inrreaae froaa pear to ear. The changa In tha formula soma years
ano, liy the addition of the allehtly laxatlre nrop. rtl.ia. fcaa aaaaa It
a reliable remedy fur coaatlDafloa and far calda. If taken hourly In
tablrapoonrul doaea by Hilulls It will break SB tka worst cald la twa
r three da ra' tima. I take pleasure In urging lay brother drue;iej
to recommend It for thaer two alimenta,"
,
Liquid er Table Pons
Sold Ererywhara
Atk Year Dealer

Name

..

r. o.

..
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We have our now lino of Screen Doors, White
Pine. Black and (alvimized Wire.

Mound City Brand of Paints
Now is the time to pain! your l.uildinjis. Why

Let us knew your troubles if you TO THE FARMERS
OF CURRY COUNTY
have an outbreak.
Fully realizing that the farmers represent the backbone of the country,
DO YOU WANT
COLLEGE BULLETINS? it is the intention of this Bank to be
of service to them in every way posThe State Agricultural College pub sible and to assist them in every
lishes every month the Farm Courier, worthy enterprise which they feel
which deals with timely farm prob will be to their benefit and to the ben
lems as applied to this state, and from efit of their respective communities.
We feel at this time that one of the
time to time publishes other bulletins
and circulars which deal with speci- most important and beneficial things
These are sent to the farmers, as well as to the city
fic farm problems
free of charge to any one interested. of Clovis, is the establishing of rural
They contain a store of information telephone lines throughout Curry
and every one interested in agricul- County, and we believe the best plan
ture should have his name placed on for promoting Jhis work at this time
their regular mailing list to receive is for the farmers to organize tele
these publications as issued.
phone companies, let them be asso
The Agricultural college it now re- ciations or corporations, something on
vising its mailing list and has sent the same plan as the farm loan orgaclassification cards, which are to be nizationstaking into such organizachecked and returned, to all those tions the kind of men who are willwho are now receiving these publicaing to do their part and in whom the
tions. If you have received one of other members of the organization
these cards, check and return prompt will have confidence. We would sugly if you wish to be continued on its gest that an association of this kind
mailing list. Others who have not be composed of not less than twenty
received one of these cards, can have members.
their names placed on the regular
such organization is
And when
mailing list by checking, clipping out completed, the First National Bank
and mailing the following form to the of Clovis will render them such finanExtension Service, State College, cial assistance as muy be necessary
Members of a single to complete a telephone line or sys
New Mexico.
family should have all bulletins aent tem. We fully realize that this is
lo one nume.
Koing to cost a great deal of money,
Extension Service,
State College, N. M.
in the subjects
interested
Am
checked below, and ask that my name
be placed on the classified list to have
all bulletins issued on same sent to
Hogs
Sheep
Beef Cattle
Hairy Cuttle
Fruits
Poultry
Truck nnd Gardening
Home Economics

,

SCREEN THEM OUT?

for.

The Farm Courier
Dry Farming
Irrigation Farming

Ones buzzing

U"' H

vou noticed

vou going to

who otherwise eould never have got
ten this refund. The Farm Bureau
feels like it is entitled to the support
of those, at least, who received direct
benefits in the way above mentioned.
So we would urge that every armer
and stockman make it his business to
boost this organization and make it
stronger and better prepared to
answer the needs of all worthy pro
ducers in the county.

me.

f

t,,(,m W are
around! Aro you goiují to wat

hun-dre-

.

'

a ÜUÜIio

V

11

-- Have

.

H

Frio

not' use our Mound City hnmd of l'aintf Ask
us about it.

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It

Costs no Mort to Build

it Right"
.Phone 15

Clovis, N. M.

if the farmers take hold of the prop- osition as we feel they should, but,
as stated before, we shall be glad to
finance them until they can take care
this expense out of their farm pro- ducts, and when we say we will take
care of them in this matter, we be- lieve they have confidence enough in
to know that we really mean it.
I shall be glad to meet with any
proposed organization of this kind
discuss these matters at any time
you would enre to have me.
Yours very truly,
('. W. IIAI!l;lSON
President Mrst National Hank.

CROWING HOCS
,

For a hog to be profitable he must
he kept growing from birth to mar-o- f
keting age. lie cannot be profitable
unless he is healthy. He can always
lie in a
condition
if he Js fed B. A. Thomas' Hog Tow-u- s
tier. We positively tell you that this
remedy prevents cholera, removes
worms and cures thumps. If the pow-an- d
dor does not make good, we w'll.
A. It. Austin & Suns.
For 1'rmnpt wrt ice on Farm I onus,
er II. V. Vomm, Clinls. N. M.

ONE MM CAN FARM
MORE LAND with the

County
j

OVERHAUL. FARM IMPLE
MENTS BE READY TO GO
With the present high cost of fam
inmplements, no farmer can afford to
allow them to go to rack. A little attention at the right time will often
preserve the usefulness of an imple
ment for a whole year. Now is the
time to go over every tool and see
that every bolt is tight and that no
parts are lacking.
We are advised that it is going to
be very difficult to Ret extra part
unless they are ordered in advance
so every farmer who needs new parts
will do well to order them now. We
all know how annoying and expensive it is to have to discontinue the
use of a good implement simply be
cause some part is lacking It often
occurs that the losses sustained
while waiting for some part to come
from the factory are sufficient to pay
for a new machine. Wheat will be
ready to harvest before we are aware
and no farmer can afford to let it go
to waste simply because implements
arc not in repair.
It is expected thit a great many
old implements, due to the hitrh cost
of new ones, will be overhauled and
used this year. In order to avoid
(treat rush and disagreeable delay at
the last moment fa, mera should in
sped their old machines and take an
inventory of the pints needed and
place their orders for these parts at
once. Implement dealers do not expect to sell as many new implements
this year as they do when prices are
lower, but if farmers will place their
orders for parts now these dealers
will be in a position to supply their
wants and so by a little timely thought
and friendly cooperation, a great deal
of good will result.
Sutiserllie fnr The News.
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1UJVIVEJ2SA1. TRACTOBT
v

li

rlowinfc
Vith the
tha
original
tractor One Man
can (arm nmrc land than was ever
before possible, because,
Oiií Man has pmver at his command ctpial to six horses, capable of
doing the work of nine horses, duo
to its greater speed and riuluninre.
One Man opcra'cs the Molmf. Universal (rom the scat o( the
to which it is attached, wIhto
ac must sit in order to do g'"ij work.
Man can start in the spring
and go (rom one operation to another plowing, harrowing, planting,
cultivating, itiwing, harvesting grain
or corn, spreading manure, filling the
silo, cutting wood, etc., doing all
farm wark from one year's end to
another, independently of horses o
hired help.
n
operations are
All (líese
possililu with the
because it is mounted on two wiktIs,
It attaches direct to the implement,
making one compact unit the tractor the (ront wheels and the implement the rear wheels. One man controls the entire outfit from the scat
of the implement. There has been
good reason in the past for putting a
scat on implements, for it is from
this point that the work must he
observed and that adjustments must
Mnline-Univm-

il

HarrowinA
1

imple-mc-

V.

0i

n

cccfitA

one-ma-

Muliiie-Univr,-

w; '--i

4tfWrni,

le

made.

nt

Being close coupled to the implement, the Mlin. Universal Tiactor
taiks as readily as it goes forward,
and turns in a
circle.
It
steers o easily that a hoy or woman
can handle it as well as a man. '
With the Moline-Universoni
man can take care oí all the requirements on the average size farm.
Plowing
with
the,
Moliuc-Univirta- l
Tractor docs at
much work in one day as the ordi-- ..
narv three-plotractor, due to tin
higher speed at which it operates, 3A
miles an hour. It has the power to
run at this high speed because all of
hi wcirjit is traction weight all of
it is converted to pull.
The IírIu weight of the Moline-Univers- al
Tractor, 3.ISU pounds, and
iis hiili clearance
greater than that
of the average cultivator make it
perfectly adapted for cultivating.
It
isn't the kind of tractor that does
yHir pl.iwing and seed bed preparation and then rests while yoifr horses
do the planting, cultivating and harvesting.
Mechanically, the Moline-Univpr-sis the most modern tractor built,
containing more refinements and improvements than any other tractor on
the market

OWMA

See G. O. Roberts at Antlers Hotel, Clovis
Bepresenting

Eoberts-Dearborn-

e

Hardware Company, Carlsbad, New Mexico.

.
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Texico-Farwe- ll
ToXico-Farwe-

She is about recovered from the same son formerly of this place but now of ing a splendhj evening' and voting view, but most of us practice it lookClovis, has been sold to Mr. JoncMof Miss Nobles a most hospitable hostess. ing into the past rather than into the CHICHESTER
ut this writing.
PILLS
BBAND.
A
I'uul Murphy of Amarillo visited Hereford, who has leased a number Miss Hopping and Lonnie Nash car- mioure.
Lsdl-Aak T.r Drill
of adjoining. scctiqns. He will stock ried off the honors, for tho highest
home folks a few days lust week.
PHI la Hd tad U.
bom. Maud wlla IIIIn Rltoa. V
We are scores. Miss Hopping received a fine
Miss Oda Roberts left for her home up the ranch with Herefords.
kair. B , r mt .Mr
Ta
Hiws have completely overOkk
pnauM. AikrarCIII rav.it.Tnia
H Haw If PILL. "
in Frederick, Oklahoma, Wednesday triad to note that he expects to move box of candy and Lonnie received a hauled their retituiiriint on the Inside
VUillNi
muí kaowa u Hot, Safest, Alonan
to the State Line City, where he will pie. As it rained that evening, the and invite
morning.
the public to cull and see
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
modern
home. Mr. girls Remained all night 'and enjoyed them.
Mr. 0. J. Ogg, Supt. of the Sluton build a nice
Mr. Harrison the. a slumber party.
manager
Smith,
for
division of the Santa Fu was a Texico
'
past few years, will stay on the farm.
caller Wednesday morning.
Two airnlanes missed over the citv
W. L. Mansfield returned from Chi-- 1
cuiro Thursday morning. He reports a Tuesday morning. They were headed
PLEASANT HILL ITEMS
fine trip. Everything looking fine in toward Lubbock. TheBe still create
be
will
it
not
lot
of
excitement,
a
but
states.
different
the
'
J. P. McDonníd and H. H. Smith long until they will cause no more
The rain has continued to fall
of Bovina were State Linj callers excitement than a scheduled train.
Mr. Smith took a new The most of us arc content as yet to nearly every day for a week or so,
Thursday.
and the clouds loik rather threaten
ride on earth. '
Ford back with him.
Bob Kyker, Jr., .is learning the ing yet. The ground is too wet to
The depot force under the leader
the farmers
ship of Mr. W. W. Vinyard, went over prcasing'cleaning and repair trade. work in the fields-an- d
the top in the Victory Liberty I.on.i He also is goinjf to take up the bar- are very anxious for the ground to
ber trade. Bott'Sr., says that he will dry o.T sufficiently so they can begin
thv first part of last week.'
who
make one of the best barbers out of their planting, as there are very few
Miss Mat tie Lee Richardson,
hap been teaching school at, Rhea, him that this town has afforded. He of them that have anything planted
Texas, the past term, returned to her will have to go some if he makes a as yet.
J. A. Blackwell has returned home
home in Seymour, Texas, Wedm-adey- .
better barber than his father.
after
a three weeks visit with his
Cent
Amar
went
to
G.
A.
Amarto
Miss Cora Cranfill
Mrs.
Wulfmua
in Kansas.
rillo last week to be with her daugh illo Tuesday, where she has accepted brothers
A thermometer won't keep you warm.
Mr. Arthur Jenkins and family of
ter, Mrs. T. M. King, who has been a position as operator in the Western
'
It will tell you when the room it too hot of
She returned Sunday Union. Her manj .friends here were Tixico and Miss Goldie Wickham of
quite sick.
too cold.
morning, leaving Mrs. King much bet in hopes that she would b able to Pleasant Hill, were visitors of Mr.
A hydrometer won't keep your battery charged.
ter.
locate here, either as one of the trick and Mrs. A. J. Moorman last Sunday.
It was with joy the children of the operators with' the Santa Fe, or some J. M. Blackwell went to Bovina
But tt wiH tell you when the battery solution Is
Miss Cora is well Saturday,
Farwell school received tho news that othVr position.
too heavy or too light and in this way will indicate
Prnf Knva and fnmilv are movine
when your battery needs to be charged.
there would be no more school on liked. She is a well balanced girl,
.
.
..i. oia me
to tneir place norm
tuck
paThe
Saturday during this term.
not one of the soft giddy sort.
It's easy to use the hydrometer. . All you do Is to
Rev. L. L. Thurston returned last Kihool hous since the close of the
rents as well, will be pleased at the
up a sample of battery solution in the hydromdraw
Saturday mornig from a week's stay Texico school, where Mr. Kays and
news.
eter tube, and read the figures on the stem of a little
been
Mary,
have
li
Miss
s
daughter,
Eustace Allen will likely have ar- in central Oklahoma.
On Sunday,
glass float.
rived from overseas, by the timo this May 4, he filled-- the pulpit of the teaching.
If you've never tried it, come around and let us
school
weekj
summer
of
the
Three
appears In print. Word was received Methodist church at Carter Ave.,
you how ecisy it is.
show
only
be
here Friday that he had lunded in
both morning and evening. luve passed and there will
students
the
Then
more.
weeks
before you forget it, just what there Is about
Ask,
thre
New York. His many friends will be Tuesday and Wednesday evenings he
Willard Battery that makes it so
the Bone-Dr- y
glad to welcome him ort his return. spent preaching at Johnson, Oklaho- will have the vacation they need to
substantial and long lived.
B. 0. Faville left for Iowa Satur ma, where he lived before coming to lie ready for school through the
day morning, where he had been Nex Mexico.
He waa pastor of the
Ho was uncer- Ardmore church twenty and twenty-on- e
called by telegram.
QUAKER QUIPS
yean ago.
tain as to whether his father was sick
or not, as the telegram did not state,
ine léxico school children sere(Philadelphia Record.)
although it was presumed he was.
naded their teachers Wednesday
The only fellow who would really
C. A. Roberson and wife left for
All the teachers are held in
Elk City, Oklahoma, Wednesday high esteem by the student body, as mther fight than eat is the dyspeptic.
A thing of beauty is a Joy forever,
morning. Mr. Roberson will visit well as the patrons of the school
severul cities in tho adjoining states They have been untiring in their ef or at least until we find out how much
in tho interest of tho Western Tire forts to give us a good school the it will cost.
Mfg. Co., before his return about the past school year, although they have
Some people fall into a fortune
had difficulties to surmount, caused with such violence that they go right
25th ins.
Most all of the country schools have by tho closing of tho schools, so long through it.
Two souls with but a single thought
closed for the year, as they were not on account of the flu, yet have, made
forced to close so much on account fine progress, taking all this into may merely demonstrate that misery
'
loves company,
of the epidemic which swept the consideration. '
A ''42" party was given at. the
country last fall and winter. Reports
'Many a man gets the reputation of
from all the districts Indicate suc- horn of Miss Estelle Nobles, Friday being a piker,' merely because he obevening in "honor of Miss Flora Best jects to liave Viis money burn a hole
cessful schools in each district.
The ranch known as the West Camp Hopping. 4A nice crowd of young In some other fellow's pocket.
s. MAIN
PHONE 442
Ranch, and owned by C. W. Harri people were in attendance, all report
Distanct Fends enchantment to the
at

News.)

Best Hopping visited
Miss Flor
with Kartell friends over Sunduy,
Mr. Douglas of Mulcshoe was a business culler in this community Wednesday.
Miss Lorlinc Boone went to Amurillo Tuesday, for consultation with a
physician.
F. R. Keul, Fent Stalling, and R.
O. James Were business callers in
Clovis Thursday.
Mrs. R. A. Smith of Bycrs, Okla.,
is making an extended visit with hor
daughter, Mrs. t L. Thurston.
Douglas Scott left for Poplar
Bluffs Thursday morning, via Kansas
City, for few days' visit with home
folks.
, Mr. Hoard returned from Kansas
Friday.after being gone since lust No
vember. He is assisting at the Fuqua
ranch again.
Miu Flora Best Hopping has re
jected tho position in the Fafwell
achool, to the disappointment of her
many friends.
Mrs. Coltharp had an attack of
acute 'indigestion Monday night, and
was in a serious condition for a while,

Brooms

a

JR.

W1
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Hot and Heavy
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At-
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Ard-Mor- e,

Made In
.Clovis
The Clovis Broom Factory Is
now ninklng excellent brooms
which enn be found on sale
wllh every first class groccrnian
In Clovis. We do not retail our
brooms, but sell direct to the
Tutronlso home Inmerchant
dustry by asking for our
We aro in the market
brooms.
all along for a little elf work-In-

g

broom corn.

O. M. Reese

Will imiM

Taylor Tire and Battery
Service' Station

,
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Auto pointing. Bert Curless.
254.

PERSONAL MENTION
Auto painting.

Pert Curless. riione

tf at

254.

lilasscs

1

J

Oil Plaoer locution Hliinks for enle
,
News Offlee.

11. It. Cillison.

JACK MAN

THE STORE THEY TALK ABOUT

Osteopathy assists nature, that is the
ron son It Is best In confinement caws.
JO

tf

,

SPECIALS
Beginning Thursday, May 15

Lorraine Quinn of the News force

ÜEEK-1C3- D

removes the is spending this week visiting at the
home of his parents in Lubbock.

Osteopathic treatment
after effects of flu.

Dr.

lit give satisfaction.

cox;

Assistant District Attorney R. E.
Rowells will spend Friday at Fort
Sumner looking after (lcgal matters.

Prof. J. S. Long of Portal.s was a
Clovis visitor Wednesday.

Howard of Portales w"as,in
Clovis Wednesday.
Coe

Phone
tf.

We will pay you 18 cent per pound
Dr. J. W. Hale of Grady was a
for your hens and 21 cents per pound
visitor Monday.
A. B. Austlu &
for your turkeys.
Son.
cents
65
per
grass
at
Sudan
Baled
For Prompt amice on Farm Loans,
bale. A. B. Austin & Sons.
ere II. P. Yoiuig, Clovis, N. M.
J. G. Hill, manager of the Mexico
Rev. B. H; Oxford of Melrose was Commission Co., spent several days
Mrs. A. C. Puppc was operated on
in Sweetwater, Texas, this week on
la Clovis visitor Tuesday.
for appendicitis Monday.
business.
Rev. J. F. Nix of Texico was atof the
S. A. Jackson, principal
liarilen Hose, Rakes and Cultivators
Grady Public School, was in Clovis tending to business in Clovis
Monday.

Ladies Suits i Price

Miss Annie Lyons left last week
Miss Clara Blnkey of Monument,
New Mexico, is visiting her sister, for a several weeks' visit at Atlanta,
Ga., and other points.
Mrs. J. H. Shepard.

Better hurry as they won't last long.

was

John F. Smithson
Grady Wednesday.

from

in

Clovis

Judge W. A. Havener has reeently
We will pay you IS cents per pound appointed Miss Edna Francis to act as
Telephone your Hardware Wants lo
for your hens and 21 cents per pound stenographer for the district attorNo. VI Prompt Delivery.
A. B. Austin & ney's office.
for your turkeys.
Son.
Miss Salome Cross of Salina, Kans.,
Bob Thomas shipped a car of fat returned this week to her home after
hoirs to the market the past week. visiting at the home of Judge and
the coun. Mrs. R. E. Rowells.
Th(,re are , ot nlnny ho(í8
try now.

Senator R..G. Bryant, Coe Howard
and Dr. R. M. Bailey of Portales
were business visitors in Clovis
Thursday.
We will pay you
for your hens and
for your turkeys.

18
21

Try

Oirg

&

Boss'

hot

cakes

ami

For Sale Almost good as new 7 homemade sausage.
passenger Cf.se touring car, or would
consider trade for real estate. Erie
J. Z. Isler of Cameron was in town
E. Forbes.
Wednesday. He says the ground out
his way is just now getting dry
Rev. S. B. Culpepper left the first enough for the farmers to commence
at the week for Atlanta. Ga.. to nt- - planting row crops.
'
. mp..tino, of the Southern Bun- , tist Convention.
For Prompt service en Farm Loans,
see II. P. Young. Clovis, N. M,

cents per pound
cents por pound
A. 11. Austin &

Bon.
W. I. Luikart and family left this
a
i ... i 'i
ween lor an auiomoDiie
inp i.io itr:i
and other
Wells
Fails,
Mineral
ila
points in Texas.

On all your building requirements
T. B. Gallagher, division freight
you can save money by figuring with
Cleve Edgell, one of the proprietors us, we give you plan books and esti- and passenger superintendent of the
of the Liberty Garage, is all smiles mates on any kind of building. Try Santa Fe, was in Clovis Tuesday, the
guest of his uncle and aunt, Mr. and
this week over the arrival of a new us just once.
Mrs. J. H. Shepard.
boy at his home. The youngster arKemp Cwnlxy Gompomj
rived Monday.
For Sale If sold at once, will tell
square
section (f well improved land,
W.
H.
agent,
Fe
Local Santa
Mrs. L. S. Beckley has been ser located N. W. of Clovit for $18 per
spent several days in Wichita,
Some terms. Good house,
Kansas, the past week visiting his iously sick the past' week. Her con. acre.
dition has been so critical that she has good orchard, good barns, good well,
brother, who has been very tick.
been unable to see her nearest wind mill, stock tank. 160 acres in
Erie E.
all fenced.
Auto painting. Bert Curies. Phone friends, but the News is pleased to cultivation,
Forbet."
3 tf state she is improving.
.
IM.

All remaining Ladies' suits reduced

to half price, only limited lot left. No
alterations, exchanges or approvals.

g

Ladies' Capes and Dolmans Going at Half Price
The assortment Jeft is not very
large, we urge you to hurry. All this
season's garments.

Special Showing of

Children's Dresses
We are showing new styles ang col- ors In children's dresses in styles that

are new and dainty, also new styles in
white voiles and organdies.

Ladies' Pumps and

spring coat in the lot-a- t Half Price.
Only a limited lot to offer, you will

$6.00.

m

Men's Oxfords at $4.98
One big lot of men's oxfords in
black and tan colors,' in high grade
nukes, good style and worth $6.00
"
$6.50 and $7.50. On the bargain counter while they last, at

$4.98

Percale Specials
any pattern percale in

stock for three days only, Thursday,

Friday and Saturday, at

Men's Hats at $1.98

iv'líc.bpjeare asking more ques- -'
tip.lji .Ííkp.days than they used

1(l,tó'dúfjhé clothes they
'

"''

.

:
i
I

l

fost..

.I'
-

!'..)

'

confidence

(

-

..

buy."
.

Have they
in' you clothing

ea?

nen'-- j

?"No

it isn't exactly that, but

One lot of men's hats in good quality, good styles, and good colors; but
broken sizes. Values worth up to
$4.00. Choice of the lot

$1.98

for sale or trade.

"Are you prepared for it?"
"Look at the Clothcraft guarantee. Won't that answer the questions of the most careful buyer?"

,

.

I

"The Store of Quality"

'her

1

Krand-iluugh-

-

Special for Thursday, Friday and Saturday
io tlnz. shirts, Manhattan', Cluclt ami Perfecto

Special Price $1.29

J

5

rand

m

Melrose, Mrs. AkC. Pappe of Clovis, m nths there.'
We have a complete stock Of white and Miss Culberson of Ft. Sumner,
'
Pleasant Hill it going to give a
pine screen doors with the fine mesh all on Monday.
reception to the soldier boys
rousing
wire, very discouraging to old man
fly, and the price it right. Phone ut
For Prompt smke ea Farm Loans, on Memorial Day, Friday, May 80, at
Pleasant Hill. A tort of barbeque
seo IL F. Yeunc, Clovis, N. M.
your order. One nine.
dinner will be served. A fine pro
The paving of Main Street and gram, suitable to the occasion, will
Grand and Monroe Avenues may still be rendered. This ia very commend
they beat
go ahead if plans materialise, not able of Pleasant Hill, and
'
most eordial
On June 14th a rural carrier ex withstanding the fact that the bids us to it They give
amination will be held at Clovis to received, last week wert turned down hraitatio to tall to come and enjoy
All any vacancy that may occur at on account of being too high.
The the day wwtíwmTexiee 'ÍWrWeU
Bellview, and on June, 7th a motor dan now ia to get estimates on Bit News."
rural carriéY examination will be plithic paving, at it Is believed this
held her to fill later vacancies at St. will be cheaper and possibly Just as
Those desiring to study tnjweiaalon i
1
4,1
Vrain.
will
be interested in the fall owing n
Wrable.. , ..x
-;nenenaae. : It gives great fieit
For Prompt service an Farm Loam, ura to announce the engagement Vl'.
For Prttnpt service on Fans Leans,
Mrs. Clyde Neff for ourEapreuietTI
see H. F. Young, Clov is, N. M.
see R F. Young, Clovis, N. M."
Department.
Mrs Neff is a graduaUl
Emma Lee, the daughter of Judge of the Sullint College School of ExH
Bert Curlesa returned the first of
the week from Clayton, Ills., where and Mrs. Sam Bratton, who has been presaion, Bristol, Virginia, having
he has been on the sad mission of at- quite sick of scarlet fever at Roswell,' completed the course under the di- tending the funeral of his wife' wht 1s reported as much improved and rectorship of Elizabeth Sheffield
out of danger. Mrs. Brat- - cn 0f the Boston School of Exprés-to- n
died about ten days ago at a Chicago
were spending a few ,ion, Mrs. Neff has had several yean
children
and
symMr.
Curless
has
the
sanitarium.
weeks with the Judge at. Roswell, 'experience as a teacher. She will
pathy of the entire community.
he was holding court .there. gm. teaching, May 10th. Thit it a
raro opportunity for singers and voice
I trout all dlKoriliTS iind diseases of when Emma Leo took sick.
'
students.
Tor price of tuition and
Dr. II. ft. Gllison.
women.
Sanford F. Moore Jr., who volun- information, phone 202 of call
Mr. and Mr. F. E. Dennis ro teered for the war with Germany, and ,,.t studio, 310 N. Pile. The New Mox- turned this woek from Hreckcnridge, j who suw a yeur's service over sens, co Consen ..tory of Music, Musin
Office hour 1 to 2
Texas, where they have lieen for the .has received his honorublc discharge cmh, director.
Uc
past two weeks and where Mr. Dennis "! arrived at his home in Clovis the p. ,.
first of the wek. Jlo Is formerly a
has been looking ufter oil mutters
Portillos .boy and was hue Weilm- - .
ATTENTION .FARMERS
"I" I rienda.
'iy shaking h""1'
C. G. lirulton ol Farwell was
i
Let us have your orders for Mcj
Mr.
I'.ratton Stanford Joined r.s a "Iluek" privnlj
Clovis Wednesday.
spent last week in Roswell attending and came out top sergeant. Portilles Covinick and Deering header end
Journal.
hinder tvpiiirj and "lipidies early.
illu bedside of his l!Ule
We have a complete stock of these
ter, who has been iiiti' sick of scarReverend Bernard Es,)elage, pastor parts hut late in the sea ion there may
let fever.
of Sacred Heart Catholic Church, has lie difficulty 'in getting our orders"'.
bien transferred to Santa Fe, as as- filled.
ATTENTION FARMERS
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
sistant to the recently consecrated
Let us have your orders for Mc Archbishop' Daeger, of the Francis-CaJudge Sam Bratton mude a trip to
and
Order. The appointment
Cormick and Deering hender and
binder repairs ant I supplies early. transfer of Father Bernard to Santa Fort Sumner the first of the week
We have a complete stock of these Fe came as a surprise to the members where he drew the jury for the next
parts but late in the season there may of his church to whom he hot en term of district court there. Judge
be difficulty In getting our orders dearcd himself during his short pas Bratton has been spending most uf
'
torate here. Best wishes of the mem his time in Roswell . for the past
filled.
montlf holding district court there;
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
bersjf the church go with him.
J

MANDELL'S

i

(55

Dr.

a-

they want, to know more about
quality than ever before."

-

O. 0. Skipwith and family, J. A.
I treat nil diseases and disorder of
30-tf- c
Latta and family and J. V. Rice and
wewcu. t)r IL K. Clinton.
family will leave about the first of
for appendicitis June for an automobile trip to points
Six operations
Mrs. W. B. Walton came home thit
Mr.
Skipwith and,
week from Sweetwater, where the were performed in two days this week in California.
went several weeks ago to retuperate at the city hospital. Miss Mabel Wil- family will visit relatives there and
from a severe attack of rheumatism. liams of Elida on Saturday and L. R. Mr. Kics and Mr. Latta with their
Gaines of Deming, Miss Ashby of families will likely spend several
Mrs. Walton is much improved.

A Ford car
H. R. Gibson.

Answered

Ox-

$3.49

25c

All Quality Questions

j

While they last, at

have to hurry.

Choice of

()

Bargain lot of ladies pumps, oxfords, broken lines in black, tan and
gray colors, values in lot worth up lo

HALF PRICE

Nothing reserved, choice of any

(

fords at $3.49

Your choice at

Ladies' Coats Half Price

f

n
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

s

MAN'S

EVER-FAITHF-

FRIEND

The fourth annual banquet of the Evangeline Booth Eulogizes tht'Serv.
Ices Which the Hers Has at
Alumni Association was given at the
All Times Rendered.
,,;
Gran Qviivira, Monday evening, May
12th, after commencement exercises, ' Evangeline Booth, the gifted comat which time Tom Pendergrass pre mander of the Salvation army. In
sided as most efficient toast master. Rider and Driver, pays ,af beautiful
RATE
The tables were beautifully decorated tribute to the horse. The horseless
lc Per Word Per Issue
with the high school colors of purple age which was predicted when the moand white. Pretty favors in Aie same tor came, lie says, has not arrived,
never will. She continues:
Rooming house for sale, good loca
colors were given. About fifty per- and
"From the very beginning of all
sons, including the high school fac things, through the mareh of the cen tion on Main street. P. 0. Box 616,
ulty and guests of the 'Association, turies m every sphere of life, the horse Clovis. New Mexico.
were present.
A very interesting has occupied a slgnlflojint place. In
Highest cash price for bides, poul
program followed the banquet, open sport, in art, In literature, In war, In
try
end eggs. Mexico Commission.
ing with an address on "Purpose of peace, In commerce, in roninnee, in
tf.
md Produce Co.
In
love,
tragedy,
drudgery,
In
In
re
by
Miss Elsie Cant.
the Alumni,"
In life nnd In death, thin reliligion,
Miss Mildred Whiting gave an interI'L'ItE HHEU UH(H)K ISLAND RF.L
"
able, courageous
l.!X) for 15. C. V.
esting talk on ''What Success of the
Eggs for Sale.
him
servant of man hus proved
Alumni Depends On." Miss Esther self a most potent factor. His fleet Steed, phone 14.
Comstock read a very interesting hoofs have flashed light from the peb
For Sale Lot 4, block 65; lot 2,
paper on "Our Absent Members," bled path of every poet; his nrclied
7, block 40; lot 7, block:
mentioning that only one alumnus neck and tossing inane have taxed the block 73; lot
cash. Make me artCheap
44.
for
chisel;
sculptor's
had been called upon to make the skill of the ablest
offer. Apply to owner, A. H. Clinton,
supreme sacrifice, although several his attractive figure has made realistic
2147, Tremont Place, Denver, ColoMiss the story nf every class of literature
were in the military sen-ice- .
historic, fiction, fact and biblical; the rado.
Ollie Seurs, in her always pleasing delight of childhood, the willing slave
manner, gave a reading, "Wishing of man, the sure trust of old age, this
Help Wanted Boys, if youeare
BUI." The 1919 class was welcomed fnlthrul al'y through all time has going to the harvest field this summer,
Into the Association and responded plowed the fields nnd hauled the loads come to Pampa. The most concenas heartily as they were welcomed. nnd penetrated the wilderness and trated ''wheat belt" in the, state. HarRound table talks on events of the waded the rivers and with bood- - vest begins about June 20 to 25. For
past, brought many solemn thoughts, stalned flanks has carried the warriors information write Lee McConnell, or
In battle, and tossing snowy mane has
Gray County State Bank, Tampa,
as well its roars of laughter. Im
borne the victor home through trium
promptu speeches by a number of the phal
urch nnd a thousand times ten Texas.
members added to the enjoyment of thnusa nit. when worn by tolls ami lack
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN Chev
Superintendent
of of ood to a mere skeleton, has pressed
the evening.
rolet auto In good condition. Run
Schools, K. W..Bowyer, and County on with his tnsk with a patience, per- 1500 miles. Cull at Texico Tracts So
.
temper
of
sweetness
Superintendent, Jas. M. Bicklcy, and Reverence nnd.n
ciety, 217 N. Bencher St.. I'hune 107, '
Dr. Frank II. II. Roberts made very that one could almost call divine.'
or see L. J. Black, 110 N. Lane St.,
Interesting and encouraging talks.
Do not call Saturdays.
After the program a short business HAS SQUIRREL VVELL TAMED
session was called, and the following
For Sale Lot 6, Blk. 02, corner
officers were elected for the ensuing Intelligent Little Animal Beguiles lot, close in. Will sell to best offer
Tedium of Voyafe for Naval
year: Miss Madge Tute, president;
for cash. C. H. McDonald, Healdton,
Officer on Active Duty.
'
Tom Ivmlcrgrass, vice president;
Okla., Box 98.
Ollie Me Bride, secretary and treas
companionvery
There Is a certuln
For Sale A barn ,to be moved
urer. .Much credit is due Miss lone utile Utile squirrel which belongs to an
away. Koom lor several neaa or
In
Austin for the marked success of the ol!lcer on n warship, somewhere
stock, nutomoblle, etc. Has loft. Ap1919 banquet, who arranged every South African waters. She Is a great
ply to E. Peterson,' 217 North Axtell.
thing st effectively and efficiently at InlliPrln her way but she Is always
and the dozens of towns that now dot the eleventh hour. It is hoped that very careful not to tam wnen any unc
pise Is talking. Her master will call
the Panhandle were not in existenc
the banquet of 1920 can be made as
For Sale Dwarf kafttr, maize, red
her down from her bedroom, and she
To keep out the nestera, the cuttle-men- , greut a success.
and top and seeded ribbon cane seed, also
squeaks
cheery
little
appears
with
of miles of
built hundreds
threshed grain. G. W. Hyde, Route
M
gurgles. Then she waits.
fences. There were no roads and a BUT THEY ARE
"Will you have toast this morning A. Texico, 6 miles north and 6 miles
settler often had to drive a hundred
PUTTING IT OVER or milk?" Is the question with which east of Clovis.
miles or more to reach a neighbor
he creels her. and her answer Is a
living only a few pi les away.- - The
moment. When
I have plenty of good grass and
Rev. Ted P. Hollfield and Joe C. decided chatter for a
settlers cut the fences to make roads McClelland have been busy as the she stops, he goes on with the con water, well fenced, 9 miles of Clovis,
versation, and she listens to him, with and want to get in touch with some
and sharp fighting, wth many fatali- proverbial "one-arcrap shooter"
eyes full of Interest, for man who wants to furnish me with
ties, took place between cowmen's this week. They have been putting her little
what he Is telling her. Then comes her aome cattle for a share of the profits.
Finally
settlers.
the
and
.
,
over the Chautauqua, and those who turn, and sue talks a bit. She is a very
etate rangers were put into the coun have tackled, the job heretofore say playful little squirrel, and she has Apply at News office.
trv. the settlors guaranteed their it takes just about all the time a man never been known to lose her temper
For Sale Buffett, coal oil cook
.
safety and the settlement of the Pan. can spare for the job, and then some. with her master, though sometimes in stove, ice box, bicycle. Over
s romp, when she gets rather flurried,
handle began in earnest.
Mr. McClelland is president of the
she bites a hit too hard. And. If her
While the cattle ranches have been
Chautauqua committee this year and master gently raps her, she pretends
somewhat surplantcd by farms, J. C Mr. Holiiield is chairmun
I am paying the top price for hogs
of the ticket to feel grieved about It, goes Into a
McNealus, a Texas pioneer and pub selling
week and next. Phone me at
this
can
he
sulks1
all
that
and
committee and treasurer.
corner and
P. O. Box G41. Bob Thomas.
lisher, who has closely studied develdo is to leave her almie until she 358.
opment of the west, says the cattleDomino and American Block Lump, wants to nlay again. Montreal Herald.
men aro more prosperous than ever. the most satisfactory coat for spring
For Sale Two work mores, six
He says that when they saw their and summer use. Try
Steady, Not Erratic,
a ton. Sud
eight years old. One has colt.
and
free grazing land disappear they took en service. Phone one nine.
It Is a good thing to have work
done well nnd quickly by one person Both good sized mares and good work
up scientific methods of cattle raising,
In an organization. But It Is a far animals. Also one good Jersey milk
the rangy Texas steer being displaced
Kemp
Gonporuj "better
thing to have that whole organ cow, will be fresh in about a month.
for breeds of far superior quality,
Izntlon work together effectively, eneh George Roach.
quality,
superior
by breeds of far
f
one doing a part carefully amr eon
blooded cattle and hogs and acres of
sclously, than to have an expert here
For Sale Brown leather fumed
that
sprinkle
the
district
grain now
and there setting the pace,
oak Davenport; some kitchen utensils
was once a stretch of desert.
It Is safe to say that any business and a high grade player-pian- o
at a
that succeeds does so because the bafgain. A. E. Dormán, 506 N. Con
forgets
never
'business
bead of that
SUMMER SCHOOL
nelly, phone 286.
lte
that he Is working with human beHe
does
machines.
not
with
snd
llies
conwork
carpenter
ou
I can do your
A free summer school will be
not expect them to do the Impossible
DR. C HABLES X. BARKER
short notice. See me at 600 East
duceted In Clovis, commencing on
r
.
..
U
"F-v.- .KT-.L.
guaranteed.
Tells you How to Live 100 Yean, and be phyiically fit cvtry day.
Monday, May 19th, and lasting until
ties of himself, Dut De does require Grand. Satisfaction
Kyle.
,L.
conJune' 28th. The high school work, will
amount
of
certain
a
of himself
centrated effort done at the right time'
be in charge' of E. C. Parker and the
For Sale Almost rood as new 7
erery day, and he does require, from
grades will be taught by J. W. Tan
same effort and liuHMinr Cum taurine- car. or would
the
office
force
his
sll
ner.
eoniider trade for real estate Erie
concentration.
mil,
In search of erase, has bean
The best way to comerte eiftrjr'is' e, Forbes.
;
tnto
prosperous
larms.
transformed
ATTENTION FARMERS
not by speeding np every once In so
"
i
The death recently of Bryan "
For Sale Blue Ribbon Jersey eow.
often, btit by keeping engines fired 'at
Barry, In 1886' chairman of thi Ák
all time, ready to do the work at the just fresh With calf. This Jersey U
us, have your orders for Me- democratic "executive committee, V
right time snd In the right placem- - Wing 4 gallons of milk without grass.
Cormick and Dcering header a"d
New York Evening Telegram.
called the days whea west Texas tbs binder repairs and ' supplies early.
Call at 106 North
Will demonstrate.
known as the cowman's paradnje, We have a complete stock of these
itp
Reid, Clovis.
public
In
the
children
Fo years
when half the state was a grating parts but late In the season there may
Two Queer strikes.
schools In the north, wers taught thst ground' and wfien cattlemen claimed be difficulty In getting our orders
For Sale If sold at once, will sell
strike occurred In an
A
Australian city. A prisoner tn the square section of well improved land.
the Plains simply was one vast desert. a natural right o free grass and also filled.
town Jail, a tailor by trade; 'refiseffi )ocatei N. w. of Clovia for $18.!per
The following was taken" frem the declared wheat could never grow in
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
shows
to work In the tailor's shop on tne acre.
and
Journal,
Illinois
Peoria,
Some terms, oooa noo.se.
the state.
plea that It would be contrary to hlk
good barns, good well.
good
orchard,
that they are gradually coming to the
Free Crass Issue
For Prompt service on Farm Loans,
principles ss a trade unionist, "unralr
mill, stock tank. 160 acres in
light:
wind
Free, grass was the issue in the
unionists
brother
his
with
N.
M.
competition
M II. F. Yeung, Govts,
Erie E.
The Texas Panhandle, once a des state convention that year, and when
outside," as he put It. He ent n let cultivation, all fenced.
early
2 tc
and
governor,
ter to the tailors' union, but as they I'orbes.
John Ireland was elected
ert over which cattlemen
took no notice he wns condemned to
settlers fought a protracted war, will sfter a bitter fight, laws were passed
For Sale One Round Oak Chief
three days' solitary confinement, dnr--'
have 770,000 acres In wheat this year charging the cattle raisers 6 cents an
Rnnge,
strike,
hot Vnter attachments, new.
the
"continued
he
which
hie
with the prospect of producing. ., acre rent for the grazing lands, then
There was a strike of paupers once One Quick Meal Range, gasoline.
school
lands.
passed
as free
000,000 bushels.
They strm-In a countrv noorhouse.
Phone 101. Box C08.
It was then that the first settlers
They exnected
In a amirle generntion the desert,
for new potatoes!
began
called,
were
they
as
neuters,
good cows,
creen for fliniier nnd. as there were
For' Sale Sixty-siover which cattlemen often drove or
cow ranch
a
spuds
was
eat
old
Amarillo
In
Ihev
refused
to
come.
none.
hundred
yearling heifers, two
twpntyiPight
a
longhurns
of
grea t hearda
They even declined to entir thy dining good
old Hereford males, sev
room. 'The mianllans prescrlbed n eral young cnlvej, naw prospect of
bread and water diet. Willi ihe result
HAROLD PROCTOR
100 per cent calf crop. E. C. Brown,
that at the end of 'Jl hours Hie In
1
"I
'4
,
N. M.
Elida,
nnd
new
mates were ready for potatoes
PAULINE WETTSTEIN
or old.
Some good work ttams and milk
Statement of the Condition of
V !
Í
n or xermj xo sun.
Musical Artists, will btf at the
cov.'i tor s ue.
Macaroni Reigns Even In China.
NATIONAL BANK, Clovis, N. M.
e
R. C. llarrell nt TolU's Waron
Chautauqua.
Italic paste
The
Yard or address Uox 191, Clevis,
As Reportad to Comptroller, May 12, 1919
We learn from Hie
'
far nud wide.
NIGHT
AND
FRIDAY
UAIIII.ITIKS
FRIDAY
NVv Mexico.
HKfrVHimr.
reports:
V
United States cotnnierre
Illfl.lrfWfl
fipllsl Stock
C11.on.M
L.,nl.,Hl IMsount.
'
l ,.n.WI
The manufacture of vermicelli and
'1
KurMii
For Rent 320 acres juining the
O. S. !tnn.l. mucks ami
Range
and
F.leetrle
Ihi'.'hcs
Ceimlne
PM7S.M
MU9.M
macaroni In China Is an enormous
i,n,.w fruflti
gwmlic.
,
old
00
Danley well on the north.
SsiW.iO
'Machines.
12.iiim.no
nnd Is carried on almost
crCu.laiun
Western Kleetrie Winning
Other K.lr'tt
balance , good
rico acres in cultivation,
He HltrcunK Fnlrml
mid
IliinJdmiHiMne. Furniture
Wheat,
by
beans
baud.
Sil
1IORS 91
H,.,crvc Honk
Address Pf C. L,
41 Fixtures
nre the principal flour used. At ("befoo grazing land.
608,6084 1
C.h end Eeehenoe ftB.468 88 Depoelte
Dosch, Maysville, Mo.
Indiislry assumes greater proporthe
j
6s34.aifl.S8
Total
MI.3W a
r- tions than nnywhore else in China,
ToU
mft j Aij.riii'
jL tfiMi
For dale Lot 2, block 72, orig.,
i
nnd there the vermicelli is principally
is true and correal
The
Vermicelli I
blk. 30, North Park. Any
lots
a green bean product.
'
over
completely
Ogg
&
have
Hosh
., "BOB" FINCH
. L. B. OREOO, Asst. Cashier
II
,
or me one wishing any of these lots make
paten
throughout
nil
sections
Inside
Helps you boost your town hear hauled (heir restaurant on the
exports annually
China
country.
Burnett, Asand Invito the public to cull and see about 15,000 tons of vermicelli of all best offer.' Josephine
hint the last day of the
Oregon.
toria,
'
them.
Chautauqua,
lorts.
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JAZZ ORCHESTRA

Riot of Fun and Amusement
Prices 25c and 50c plus tax
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Why Lose the Time and Money You Have Invested In Your Crops?
Every year enormous losses to growing grain are caused by HAIL' STORMS!
lose the savings of a lifetime the next!
farmer who escapes one year-ma- y

The

hot forget that a high price for wheat has been guaranteed by theGovernment
a significant fact to every grower of grain.
.
Do

.

Can YOU afford to take the risk of losing all you have invested in your crops by a '
Hail Storm, when yoi can insure yourself against such loss for a trifling sum?
The only thing that can beat you out of a wheat crop now is a HAIL STORM, '
and we represent the most dependable companies doing business in the United States,
and we can protect you by insuring in these Old Reliable Companies.
.

Ask thtfse who have insured with us if all claims have not been adjusted.
PROMPTLY and SATISFACTORILY.
;

Drop us a card and we will call at your place,
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CLOVIS,
A

DEEP OIL WELL WILL BE
DRILLED AT PORTALES

' '

(I'ortules Journal.) "
The aereugo for the oil test well;
bus been subscribed and the papers
ate signed and in the bunks. This
removes all uncertainty from the situation, in so fur as getting a well rig
here and at work is concerned. The
company which has contracted for
putting down, the well is the Oil
States Oil company, of Ada, Oklahoma, and they operate in Okluhomu,
'Texas, Kansas and, practically all the
oil producing states in the union. It
is one" of the largest operating companies in the west or southwest. The
company geologist, F. C. Cook, will
be here this week to locate the well
ain'd the rig will follow immediately,
or as quickly as fast freight will bring
it. Mr. Cook is the man who loeated
.he first producing well in t!.e Ranger
IfieM, and is a geologist of national
reputation.
He was here some six
weeks ago and found the country 6
.promising and his report so optimistic
that Mr. Harry Gutches, attorney for

--
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Q

u

NEW MEXICO

the company, at once came to Portilles and got into communication
with Messrs. George M. Williamson,
Senator It. G. Bryant, Jack Wilcox
and W. J. Gerard, of the Blue Rapids,
Kansas, land company, and arranged
for a tract of land comprising fifty
thousand acres, one half of (which was
to go to the company for putting
down the teat well. These gentlemen
at once got busy and secured leases
on the acreage demanded and the attorney, Mr. Cutches, put up a bond
in the sum of ten thousand dollars
for the faithful performance of the
company part of the iontract. This
ftcreuge is located in townships 34,
35 and 3d, in ranges 2 and 3 south.
In this particular section
after a
most careful investigation, Mr. Cook
found structures which he pronounces
the most promising of any that he nas
ever before encountered.
He also
took occasion to verify the many reports of oil and gas traces tn water
wells in this locality, and he gives it
as his expert opinion that oil in both
'deep and sha)iowwells here is practically a certainty. The well to be

drilled is to begin with a twenty-inchole ut the top, and is to be put down! W. U. SUPERVISOR
thirty-sihundred feet, unless oil in
paying quantities is found at a shalSTATES
FACTS
lower depth. The rig to be put in
operation consists of a derrick eighty-fou- r
feet high and the. drill is to be a
BROOKS SAYS
TANLAC HAS
standard rig equipped with cable
tools. The closing of this contract
OVERCOME HIS TROUBLES-FEE- LS
and the securing of the leases has reLIKE A NEW MAN.'
moved all doubt as to the mutter of
gutting a deep hole in the ground on
a site to be selected by a geologist of
national reputation.
It guurunteesK "My wif obtained such sutisfHC
to the people of Roosevelt county an toy results from Tanlac that I tried
ten
oil test well that will, nrnlmhlv. fnr it myself add I have gained
all time set at rest the question as to pounds and feel like a nuw man,"
whether or not there is oil to be tiM J- w- - Brooks, traffic, sunerm-founin this community. It will also tendont for the Western Union
that there will be much land raph Co., at Dallas, Texas, and
hands here within the next in at 1731 Hickory street, that city,
''When I began taking Tanlac," he
few weeks. Of course one well may
not settle the matter, in fact, several continued, "I was suffering from a
may have to be put down before oil tubborn case of ftomach trouble, the
in any jrreal qunntities Is found, and result of an attack ot 8cute imliK1'-the1 had
again, they may ail prove to be tion 1 ha(1 S(,veral ycar 8"dusters," but the opinion of all geo- - ' an awful nain V0" W back, and
and worried about my
logists, who have made any examina- - waí 80
tion of the condition and formations,' kidneys that I could hardly sleep at
1
uffcrod ro rheumatism in
to the effect that this is a most prom-ia,eK",
my feet would swell and I
mV
ising field, and one that in all proba- tircd and lttn,fuid 8,1 lhc
bility put Roosevelt county perma-!wa- s
WM bad'y rundown, lost weight,
on the man. Those wh l,uv
leased their lands in this project, in strength and energy and none of the
the event that oil is discovered have medicines I took did me any good.
"After using Tanlac for a short
made an investment that will, without
I begun to pick up and kept imtime
doubt, put them on "easy street" for
the balance of their lives, while, on proving till now my rheumatism Is
the contrary, oil is not found, they all gone, the tiains have disappeared
have not expended one cent and their from my back and my kidneys don't
land is worth just as much as it everj worry me like they did. I have a
was. These gentlemen who have giv- fine appetite and can eat anything 1
en their time and attention to getting want without suffering at all from
up these leases have earned the grati- indigestion, my sleep is sound and
tude of every citizen of the counf,y restful and I get up In the morning
and they, in turn, wish to tb'ink those feeling fine."
Tuning In gold In f'lnvlH by Moars
who have assisted theni in their work,
I'liurmiioy,
in Toxico by Hed Cross
Now is the time when every man,
In Melrose liy Irwin
woman and child in the county should Pliiirmnoy, and
& Pool,
(Advertisement.)
'
get busy and boost." Do this early
and late and prospects are good for a
Position wanted by young lady
new and more prosperous era for all
seven years experiof us, whether we ewn oil land or not. stenographer,
ence with one of the lurgest manu
It will mean more ami easier money, facturing companies in
the south.
and that means we will have a better
Can begin on
Excellent references.
opportunity to get bold of some of it.
Address box
short notice.
h

'

x
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Tele-mea-
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First published Muy 15, 1919.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, N. M.,1
(

Muy 10, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Bessie
E. McLendon, of Clovis, N. M.. who.
on March 13, 1915, made original!
Homestead Entry, No. 018044, for1
NE '4 , section 8, township S N., range
I
.
w r
Of
on r
rs. ji.
r. .Meridian, nas nied

c,

notice of Intention to make Final
three-yeaproof, to establish claim
to the land, above described, before
t. A. Scheunch, U. 8. Commissioner,
at Clovis, N. ft., on the 17th day of
June, 1919.
,
Claimant names as witnesses: Sidney J. Bolkin. William U. Danhellv.
of Clovis, N. M., and W. B. Gilcs S.
T. Box, of Grady, N. M.
R. P. TjONOHOO,

I

Register.
Oil cook stoves and fireless cookers
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-
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From Father to Son
A

Valuable Inheritance

Dr.N S. Darling of La Porte,
Ind., was a successful skin specialist for over fifty years. Hia
son, Neis Darling, the well
known lecturer pluced two of
his formulas on thc market
about five yeas ago. ZENSAL
is sold by live druggists everywhere. Dry Zensal for dry sk
"eruptions and Moist Zensal for
all watery skin troubles are now
known all over the United
Sutes, With thousands they are
household remedies.
Pimples
disappear when Dry .Zensal Is
used.
Zensal stops the itching
and burning of all skin troubles.
White and odorless they air
pleasant to use. One jar convinces. S old in Clqvis by
M ears' Pharmacy.
.

.

The Zenial Co.
Oklahoma City, Oklaho.
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HAILED

FAMILY

HER

TO

& Tears Afo,
Slit
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TLinlúj SU Mijbt
Well, Strong Woman

time-nentl-

IIEil

BEDSIDE

Die, S171

Texti Ldy, Bat Nov

and Praises Cardui Fer

Her Recoiery.
toys

City, Tel.

Mrs.

Mary

Kll-u-

f this place, 1171; "After the
trirth ef my little flrl. . .my tide
to hart me. I had to go back
d

bed.

We called

the

doctor.

(treated me... but I got no better.
egot

ra

Be

I

oree and worse until the misery

abe rabie... I was In bed for

Caret months and suffered such agony
just drawn up In a knot...
awt I

m

t esfd my husband

If he would get

tottle of Cardui I would try It. . .
amaenced taking It, however, that
naüag I called tnj family about
stM... for 1 knew I 00 old not list
esacy days unless I hid a change for
mm

f

New' Spring Line of

.

the better.- - That was six years ago
and I am still here and am a well
strong woman, and I owe my life to
Cardui. I bad only taken half' the
bottle when I began to feet better.
The misery In my aids got less...
continued right on taking the Cardui
until I had taken three bottles and I
did not need any more for I was well
and never felt better In my life... I
have never had any trouble from that
CI,
day to this."
City.
Domino and American Blot) Lump,
Do yod suffer from headache, back,
((Minino Hughes Kleolrle flungm and
most satisfactory coal for spring
the
In
ache, pains
sides, or other discomand aummer use. Try a ton. Sud- Western Kleetrle Wailing tluclilnea,
each
month? Or do you feel
fort,
den service. Phone one nine.
weak, nervous and fagged-outIt so
o
give Cardui, the woman's tonic, a
Kewin
trial
J. 71
?

P
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SHOES
We are'tlaily receiving our New Spring
line of shoes and invite yon to call in and
inspect them.
We
can always give you
good values for your
money.
-

Cash Shoe Store
F. A. Dillner, Prop.
Look Out for Our Special Bargain

--

Counter

-J

POSTOASTER SAYS

-

jour

BUY MORE STAMPS

liarte tusiiioss
W

Mr. J. B. Kennedy, of the Knights
Columbus War News Service, tolls
of
"It doea not happen often," said
ow the Knight have undertaken and
Mr. Wagner, our efficient poatmaster,
"that your doliera do doable duty, succeeded, in the work' of iettinj jobs
bat on May 15th, thii la exactly what for the men returning from,oversua:
"When, it was definitely known .thai
your dolían will do
"In thia Eleventh Reserve District; the homeward movement of the A. E.
alone, continued Mr. Wagner, "more Fr would start promptly and. be conthan $1,500,000,00 will be paid out tinued vigorously, the urgent necesby our Government aa interett on the sity of finding employment for these

tmnmttj sodelt a than of your

hartwart business.
fó'inplfte tine

keep

Mor Posr lo K. of C's. Wm K- -p
The 'Good Work Going New Busy
Flpdinf Job
for Unemployed
SoldUrs.'

It k ear at U
f Staadart iin

W Hardware

at alt Ham aad eur
prices win b as roaaoaaMe m sttibtt-a- s
IwitlnMti petlcíes will permit.

Second, Liberty Bonda, and bow flue fighting men who had been removed
it would, be if those receiving thii in- for many months from, the American
it in W. S. S. labor market, Impressed itself upon
terest would

Hie Aláiiiedó
Ice Crean Vks
Puta out a pure Ice Cream,
free from eorn starch, gelatine
or any 'animal glue, but ia
strictly fine. Call and get a
gallon

at

IUB

.

One half gallon
One quart at
One pint at

at

90
60
.80

.......

.Ratea. gÍTn Jo. aVJ Lodges,
ocíala,' picnics and hotels. Call
and aee us at 205 West Grand
Avenue, Clovis, New Mexico.

4

Dr. J. B. Westerfield
Fhyskiaa and Burgeea.

Office over Bunsblne Shop
.,
Office Ptene 231, JBesktac V

Ttt

W

ft

Í1TP.SOW

f
f
f
f

t

y
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, bota acote aad
chronic Office m Now Tila
bidding on corner aorta of rire
Station and east of Lyotum
theatre,

I

Office phone 883. Rosklenca
Clovis. New Mexico.

380.

closely
and Thnif t Stamps. Their interest the Knights.
the
Employment
United
with
States
would
in
this way earn interest and
to meet all aur old friends at our new
would be, In fact, an endless chain. Service, the Knights devised a plan
P. O. Box 763 .
Phone 407,
buMineiw,
THOMAS W. JONES
And it would be so easy) all yo for aiding in the search and alocation
Veterinarian.
f
would have to do is clip youricoupons, of jobs for returned soldiers and sail200 West Otero Street.
...
?
bring them here to the postoffice, and ors first attention being given to
Clovis, N. M.
Pbooe 45.
let us exchange them for W. S. S. and overseas veterans because they had gin of this conventional symbol has
Thrift Stampa. In fact, its the sim- been least able to help themselves in been lost in the traditions of journal-Isbut here is what the older operplest matter in the world; and too, the matter of employment
"The Knight's initial system was, ators declare it was:
your money thus invested is always
Many years ago the old Western
close at hand for you can ábsolutely briefly, this: They issued cards markJ. FOSTER SCOTT, Jr, BID.
get your W. S. S. cashed right here ed with spaces to, contain all informa- Union Telegraph Company published
SurrenHorn lo W. WiNiulller
PHYSICIAN and BURGEON
in
the
regarding
form
operators.
tabloid
tion
the
signs
for
code
a
of
poBtofflce
at
days'
on
notice.
this
ten
A. W. SUARDA
J. S. SKARDA
job.
or
signified
tailor applicant for, a
The figure "1" for example,
"After all," continued Mr. Wagner, soldier
Special attention Eye, Ear, Nsm
"W. S. S. and Thrift Stamps are the He was asked what kind of work he "wait a minute ;" the figure "8" "I'm
and Throat
wanted,
und
and
wanted
where he
it,
busy on linej" the number '17", "I'm
in the
'biggest little investment
Office Over Sunshine Shop.
world" and certainly the most at- the K. of C. worker assisting the man sending an important message, it
Rea. Phone IS 0
Office Phone 46 ;
tractive. Just think about it a min to fill ont thfl card was given the ought to have precedence," indicated
ute. You can lend yCur own Gov white back of the card for whatever the end of the message.
Journalists have never been able
any amount you see fit, your comment he might have to make reernment
.
Government pays you for the use oi garding the applicant, for the infor- to devise a better symbol in all the
companies of the world having teleyour money and will return it to you mation of prospective employers.
these graph codes. After each night and at
"The Knights distributed
without question upon ten days' noJOHN D. BROWN
tice. In other words, it is a ten days cards in parcels to their various camp the end of every day the conventional
OSfc
Representing
New York Life
ICELES3 REFRIGERATORS
demand loan. Where else can you buildings and to their overseas sec "30" traversed the continent from
Insurance Co.
who, in turn, distributed end to end. Editors in time adopted
retaries,
do
'l
money?
your
with
this
LAWN HOSE AND SPRINKLERS
ClovU, N. M.
Bos 644
"I want every patron of this office them to the soldiers who required em- the sign "30" to inform the' staff of
GARDEN HOES, SHOVELS, RAKES I to understand this plan and use it, ployment on their return to civil life. the various news departments and the
T
and, I believe if they do understand The carda were filled in and returned composing rooms that all the "copy"
i l
C
TIN AND ENAMEL WARE
it, ithey will gladly exchange their to New Haven K. of C. National and was finished and that there would be
In New nothing additional.
Liberty Bond interest coupons for W. International Headquarters.
X
DR. C. O. WARRLNEB
the
Finally, for newspapermen,
Haven the cards were copied; the
S. S. and Thrift Stamps.
CHIROPRACTOR
"A most intensive campaign ia originals filed and the copies for- number "30" became the symbol of
"
WELL CASING, PIPE, FITTINGS
being waged this
continued warded to the Knights of Columbus the end of all things of earth, and
west of
Office fire blocks
:
Mr. Warner,, ''with the aim, of course, Councils in localities where the men even of life. For Sir Wilford, the
. WINDMILLS, WELL SUPPLIES
Lyceum Theatre
is
the end."
of selling W. S. S. and Thrift Stampa desired employment. These Councils number "30" meant "It
131 North Lam Si
11
hi
THE PRICE, QUALITY AND SER- which are the best investment secur- had canvassers who explored the local For us, who every day collect the
PHONE 101
sig
"30"
world,
ities in the world, but there is even field for jobs and their explorations news of the entire
JVICE CONSIDERED
a greater motive prompting this cam- were energetic enough to secure, nifies also, "C'st fini." Pittsburgh
paign than the mere selling of Stamps within two weeys, jobs for two thirds Dispatch.
that motive is the spreading of the of the applicants. ',
Buy At
The only way to be sure of comYou
Not Do
'DON'T RISK NEGLECT
' "This was an efficient and effectual
thrift habit, getting people to save,
fort and satisfaction is to try on
in short, to change the American pubRnfr
iL'hnn
iinnmnlnvmnnr
vatnm
shoes until you get a size and last
Don't neglect a constant backache,
.
Ko
lic into a happy, contented, progres
y
fits you exactly.
that
dia
orlnary
durtin Ptting
This is the increase, the Knights sat around
sive population of savers.
Co., Clovis, New Mexico.
of dropsy or
i
- orders. The danger
.i councilm ...Li
our big task, and, personally, I am me
uiuie ami ueciueu ujjuu n
committed to this work with every scientific intensification of their em- - BriKht' dist""e i8 too serious to ig
For Prompt service on Farm Loans,
,
.
Use Doan s Kidney Pills as
noro.
i
energy I have.
W. H. SIMMONS, Prop.
,
PHONE 239
see II. F. Young, Clovis, N. M
pioymcm worn.
neighbors.
A
.
.
.'have vour friends and
"It means more to our Nution, our
'Thev engaged Peter W . Collins ot
case.
County and our Town than any one Chelsea, Mass., to install the scientific Clovis
.
..
,Aa
thing nt this critical time of reconysttm. (nllina is one of the best:
BOth,ng
ke
.Thpre
struction because if our Nation and known industrial experts the coun-- ;
.
.., .
in
nAnB kid.
community are to prosper, its citizens try. I' or years he has been a labor
con laint alld j do.t hoaitate to
must be prosperous. This is why I leader, and
for other year, he was recommend thom. Occasionally when
Sumac
urge every patron ot this otnee to employe,! by the Knights of Colum- ,
taken fl eM ,t hug ettled on
their Liberty Loan interest bus in their lecture campaign against
my kdneySi My buck hu then 8clud
coupons in W. S. S. and Thrift
extreme radicalism and militant
aml i huve felt miserable
Black
Stumps on May l.'th."
.ialiam in this country.
whcn , hav(? tHcd t0 bend
All kinds of Sacks, Junk, Iron, Sones, Hides, Felts
al
' When the war came Collins of-Ribbon
ovcr to was, or du9t, sharp pains
BROOM CORN SITUATION
end Produce.
fered his services to the United Suites h!,ve caUKht me in my back. When I
HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID.
Clover.iment and was engaged as an navc nad the8e stacks I have bought
(German) Millei
(From Furm Bureau News.)
The broom corn situation is very industrial expert, his job being to visit poat,'s Kidney Pills from the City
munitions ami shipbuilding pru(, store and never yet have they
bad to say the least.
Our farmers planted pretty heavy hints and devise ways and means for failed to quickly remove the trouble,
His!rioan'g Kidney Pills are certainly
to broom corn last year, expecting lie stimulation of production.
,
from two' to three hundred dollars record was remarkable, so he com- fno
t;oc,at all dealers.
per to" for it, and it really looked bined diplomacy with aggressiveness
like th.y would get it, but it did not and could bring both employers and Co jifgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
,
work out, and many have held on ex- employees to pull together as a uniti
mill
and
in
factories
making
their
it
get
AFFORD TO,better as
pecting the price to
MAKE MISTAKES
usually does this time of year, but it anil yams to double una triple ana
does not look as though it was going quadruple the work done in times of
peace.
An Englishman explains the prog- to do it.
' The war'ending, Collins accept- Most of the farmers, say they will
tcn 0f the United States by saying
.Red
as they cannot ed the K. of C. offer to participate in that this country is so rich it can af- not plant this ye
raise the corn at the price, while labor tlieir reconstruction work. He made ford to make mistakes. There is a
and horse feed is so high. ' At this a survey of the entire labor situation good deal in the statement. He might
time I do not feel like advising what in this country.
also have said that it wan young
"Thus by extensive and intensive enough to afford to make mistakes.
to do, but I believe I would save some
land and keep it free from weeds un- effort the Knights of Columbus are Youth nnd wealth can afford to make
til about the 20th of May and if prices securing jobs by the thousands. All! mistakes; age and poverty cannot.
were better and seemed, to warrant it, told, they have found 25,000 positions
The successful men of the world
then would plant a small patch of for service men in less than four are not those who have made misbroom corn. If prices do not war- - months intensive operation of their takes. They are the ones who could
want it, it will still be early enough to employment and reconstruction ser- - afford 'to make them the ones who
By actual experiment it has were not chrushed by mistakes, and
e.
plant maize or millet. C. E. Dennis.
been found that the Knights obtain who had youth. The great businesses
of the men apply of this country have been built upon
work for
(First published May 15, 1919.)
ing to them within two weeks from mistakes, in a certain sense, They
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATRIX the (Jate of application. Like all K. have not grown great because they
work for the men in the Army, did not make mistakes.
In the Probate Court of Curry Coun- of
their employment service is absolute
ty, New Mexico.
If the other nations and the less
In the matter of the estate of Harry ly free of charge to the men and to wealthy nations
make mistakes, it
the employers."
W. Danks, deceased. No. 242.
proves fatal. But in this land of ours
Notice is hereby given thnt on the
it would require a series of colossal
WHAT "30" SIGNIFIES
day of May, 1919, Beulah Danks,
13th
blunders to put us out of business.
.
whose business and postoffice address
Hy frequent reference to it, noted
is Clovis, Now Mexico, was duly ap
riumlilng
nnd Electrlcul Work
Opp. Court House
pointed administratrix of the estate by newspaper readers, doubtless the Pioiupt and Satisfactory.
of Harry W. Danks, deceased, by the meaning of that cabolistic symbol
N. M.
ROSWELL
Probate Court of Curry County, Now "30" has become famaliar to many,
Mexico, and that she is now the duly but this incident and explanation,
qualified nnd acting administratrix printed in connection with the obsequies of Sir Wilford LauVicr, make
ofof said estate.
per
all
thnt
given
is
an item in the Montreal La Patrie,
further
Notice
sons who have claims against sai l nnd is thence translated: "Whut does
estate arc required to present same that signify?" was asked by thou
s
to said administratrix within the tn.ic sands who filed past the casket of Sir
Wilford Laurier and had remarked
prescribed by lnw.
In witness whereof, I have hero the boquet of flowers ipon which lay
unto set my hand and af rtxed the rctil the symbol "30" ih red figures. This
(JOHNSON BROS
of said court, thiu the 13th day of floral tribute was given by members
of the press gallery In the Dominion
May, 1919.
Parliament. For this number means
W. C. ZERWER.
(Seal)
Clerk cf the same as the words which fhe
County Clerk and
AMBULANCE SERVICE
LADY ASSISTANT
great departed pronounced some days
the Probata Court.
Night Phon. 235
malady:
211
Day
after being stricken by his
ori- The
fini.)
ia
(C'cst
endod."
"It
Office.
News
Job, Printing at the
Cowa In and see us.

fit will

b

glad

Skarda llardvaro

Co,

444444444444
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For All Kinds of Sheet Metal Work

:

;

ft'

I

'

l

fJIKl

lUPj

'llP'Jlll'l

-

I

Can

Better Than

Rodes-Bradle-

rinvÍQ Shpet Metnl Wk

I1

...

pm.

Cane Seed

I

WE BUY

Orange
Amber
Seeded

Liberty

Mexico. Commission Co.

Sudan Grass
Sweet Clover

hü-g-

Phone 17

Foster-Milbur-

(

n

Alfalfa

Dwarf Milo

PLENTY
OF MONEY

White Kafir'

We have money now to take care
ofall the good farm loans we can

Johnson Grass
All Garden Seeds

get.

Chinese

íeterita

Mex. June Corn

But we can not tell
how it will be after
the next Liberty
Band issue.

two-thir-

Merchant's
Fruit Co.

If you will need a
Loan this Spring
better see us soon.

take

No red tape

the 'money
with you.

UNION

MORTGAGE

Kafir

home

CO.

Main Street Clovis,- N. M.

HI

It,

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
Embalmers and Funeral Directors
rhone

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

ning
'

WiedmánnV
Shoe Store

Shoe Repairing

A Specialty

Our Spring
Line Is Now
.Complete

Qross

Ladies' Men's, Misses and
Children's Pumps and
Oxfords
Ladi?roImumpsam'Slippcrr.$5.00to$9.00
McWsOjror

$5i50 to $900

Misses and Children's pumps
and oxfords from
Ladies" Comfort slippers

$1.50 to $4.50

from

Mens

na,s

ShocS

$2.75 to $4.00

$. Q()

MenUmrk,Sh.ocs

$12M

$2.75 to $7.00

Wiedmann:

M K Red

(I'll

Cross

Shoe

Shoe Store

BETHEL

ITEMS

Mattie Bell spent Saturday
and Sunday at Ross Cherry's.
Miss

Miss Mae Webb spent the week-enwith her aunt, Mrs. A. J. ?.eid. She
also spent Friday night with LaFevno
Evans.
A very large crowd attended the
closing exercises at Ranchvale school
Friday night.
Mr. Thompson and sister aro living
.in J. A. Mathews' tenant house, Mr.
Thompson helping Mr. Mathews with
d

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1919.

with Mrs. Byers.

Mr. R. L. Bain and Mrs. Byert
pent Tueiday evening at Mrs. Ron
Cherry's.

Thil entire neighborhood .spent
part of Monday morning looking for
car supposing it was stuck in a
'mud hole from the noise, but to our

BURD1CK

MERCANTILE
COMPANY QUITS

Let us have your orders for
and DEERING HEAD-Eand BINDER Repairs and Supplies early.

ICK

R

We will have a complete stock of
these pants but later in. the season
may have difficulty in getting our
orders filled.

SUPPOSE THERE WERE NO
MORE ADVERTISEMENTS

Just imagine for a minute that
some power could stop all advertising. How would it effect you?
It would cut you off from all direct
commercial news about things that!
you need and use in your every-duy- !
life. Somebody might be selling a!
new, better, more economical food;1
or a utensil thai would save money!
and time; or an article that 'would
add greatly to your comfort and well-being; or some better material for
making shoes or clothing but you
would never know it.
and
Merchants
manufacturers
would be unable to tell you about new
and better things. They would thus
find it hard to put these things on the
market, and often would not try."
Merchants, unuble to tell you whut
they had to offer you, could not take
the risk of buying goods for which
they might have no customers.
'It pays to advertise." And advertising pays not only the advertiser
and publisher, but pays you, too. It
keeps you informed about the things
you need in order to live a profitable
happy and useful life in this age of
progress.

y
--

1

s

the farm work.
WHO WON THE
Mr. and Mrs. Mathews and family
were Sunday visitors at Mr. and Mi's.
Boney's.
News.)
(From
Mr. and Mrs. Evans were Sundey
We are told by billboard advertisevisitors at the R. L. Bain's home.
ments of immense size that "Food
Mr. and Mrs. Byers entertained )J.
Other advertise'-mcnt-s
will win the war."
L. Officer and family 'or dinner Sun
announced that "Coal will win
day. All attended services at Ranch
Chemists de- the war save it."
vale in the evening.
lighted in boasting that they would
Mr. and Mrs. Officer are leaving in
win the war with chemicals and gas.
a few days for Fort Worth, Texai,
Cotton growers grew chesty because
looking for a new location, having
they contributed so much for cotsold their place the past week. All
ton is an essential in the manufacture
are sorry to lose this good family
of many explosives. Making of airfrom our midst.
For Prompt service on Farm Loans, planes said that planes would defeat
Mrs. R. E. Bain spent Monday eve see H. F. Young, Clovls, N. M.
Germany. Misquito boats were looked on as sure winners In the early
days of the big fight. Claims were
.
made that wireless telephones would
win, and other similar devices, fruit
seeds, gas masks, newspaper publicity
ship
cocoanuU,' spies, engineers,
builders, gun makers and a host of
other things.
In fact, to many different things
were going to win the war that many
people seemed to forget the fact that
the soldiers and sailors and marines
were doing '.he big business in France.
General Halg, in a lengthy statement about the winning of the war,
narrates several of the claims of the
and then sums
alleged
the matter up after mentioning the
part played by mechanical devices
and equipment. He says:
"Every mechanical device so far
produced is dependent for its most
effective use upon the closest association with other arms, and In pari
i
ticular with infantry and artillery.
Vii"J";.
Airplanes must rely upon Infantry to
prevent the enemy from overrunning
their ainlomcs, and, despite their in
creasing range and versatility of action, are clearly incapable in them
selves of bringing about a decision.
Tanks require the closest artillery
support to enable them to react their
objective without fulling victims of
the enemy's artillery, and are depon
dent upon the infantry to hold the
position they have won. Immense as
the influence of mechanical devices
may be, they cannot by themselves
decid a campaign. Their true role
is that of assisting the infantrymen
'
which they have dono in a most ad
Thev cunnot remirable manner.
place him, Only by a riflo and bayonet of the infantryman can tho de
cisive victory be won."
The pluin and simple truth Is that
the war was won by the boys in the
(5) trenches. Anv effort to detract from
v
their great sacrifices and work by

.o--

The Tractor choice of over 25000 S
farm owners

i

i";

"She's a

''in

Ming Fool"

1

JONES & LINDLEY

1

Agents

)

Attention!
Mc-CORM-

The E. P. Burdick Mercantile Company, for several years one of the
most substantial and progressive business houses in this section of the
State, closed its' dooVs Saturday after
a closing out sale, which lasted two
weeks. The loss of this business
house is very rcgretuble, and is indeed a hard blow to Melrose. They
were recognized as the true farmer's
friend in that they never failed to
provide a market for anything he
produced.
Mr. Brazelton, the popular and efficient manager of the company, will
leave with his family within the next
day or two for their former home in
Los Angeles, Cal., where he will
the management of a large sanitarium.
Mr Burdick says he will continue
to operate his elevator at this pluce
and will return here at the opening
of the season for buying grain. Melrose Messenger.

p)0

1

.Farmers

surprise it proved to b an airplane.
If down the road you go, look down
or you will meet a rattle snake; ahead
or a car will run over you; up or an
airplane will light on you. One is
not left to enjoy the quiet, or the
'pretty flowers which are many on the
prairies, but is kept busy dodging the
many dangers. Some world.
Mr., and Mrs. Ross Cherry spent
Tuesday evening at the C. E. Evans
home.

m
m

1

WAR?

Tcxico-Farwe-

ll

putting in enormous claims for others suit has been filed and is now pending
is evidence of a lack of appreciation in the District Court of Curry County,
for the real
Tho Amer- New Mexico, in which Grace Lindscy,
ican doughboy, Gob and Marine; the formerly Grace Oliver, is plaintiff,
French I'oilu; the Brittinh Tomiry
and you the said G. C. Huntley, Mer- these won the war and dtserve thc:rett J. Heck. B. F. Dillnnl. if livimr
credit.
and unknown heirs of said B. F. DilAt least we have General Haig'i lnnl. if ,linfti,1 Vannta
Tlilla,..!
word for it and who knows better Ln, nj. 0f the unknown claimants, '
'
Mian General Haig?
8re defendants; and that said cause
is No. 1480 on the Civil Docket of
A BIG TRANSFER
said court; that Patten A Hatch,
whose post office address ia Clovls,
News.)
(From
New Mexico, ar . attorneys for plain
One of the biggest transfers that
has ben pulled off in this commnnity
You will further take notice that
for several months was consumated
the objects of said suit are as follows:
Thursday, when K.K. Runnels sold
To quiet title against you and each
his entire lumber yard and dwelling
you to 4he following described real
of
He
reproperties to Robert Vinyard.
estate
situate in Curry County,
ceived In pari, 500 acres of as good
,
in
section
this
land as can be found
number
lof
All
seven
of
In
(7)
of the country, that which is known
thirty-nin- e
(39)
block
number
of
the
only
Vinyard
homestead,
as the Robt.
about two and a half miles north of original town of Clovis, New Mexico,
Texico. The difference was paid In and to have plaintiff's title and own
cash. The News joins, the community. ership In fee simple in and to said
and forever
established
in welcoming Mr. Vinyard into ner premises
business life, and trust he will be one quieted and set at rest, and to bar
and estop you and each of yon forof our best boosters.
Mr. Runnels, who retires irom the ever from having or claiming any
to said
lumber business, after 13 years of right, title or Interest
contnuout ownership of the yard, is premises adverse to plaintiff's title.
You will further takeiotice that
well deserving of a much needed rest.
You may go where you will, and you unless you appear, answer, demur or
will not find a better kept, nor a otherwise plead in said eause and accleaner looking place than he took tion on or before the 6th day of July,
pride In maintaining; both' his yard 1919, plaintiff will take judgment by
and his dwelling place. It was always dcfaultagainst you and each of
will apply to the court for the
kept painted or whitewashed In a
spick and span manner, and was an relief prayed for in said suit.
attraction to that part of the city.
In witness whereof I have hereunHe will move to his newly purchased to set my hand and aflxed my official
farm right away, and do some farm seal this the 14th dly of May, 1919.
ing this year. He is now the owiitr (Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
of 6,500 acres of good farm lands in County Clerk and
Clerk ef
this section of the country. We wish
the District Court of Curry Counof
locution.
change
in
his
success
him
ty, ílow Mexico.
Texico-Farwe-

ll

New-Mexic-

t:

inr

you-an- d

(First published May

15, 1919.)

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court within and for
Curry County, New Mexico.
Grace Lii.dsey, Plaintiff,
No. 14H0
vs.
U. fc. Huntl. y, Merrett J. Beck, B. J.
Dillard, if living, and the unknown
heirs of B. V. Dillnrd, if dead, Nan
nie F. Dillard and till unknown
claimants, Defendants.
To the Defendants, G. C. Huntley,
Merrett J. Beck, B. F. Dillard, if
living and the unknown heirs at law
of said B. F. Dillard, if deceased,
Nannio F. Dillard and all unknown
claimants:
You will hereby take notice that a

Denhof
Jewelry Go!
Registered

Optometriiti

"Let us take care of
Your Eyes."

Satisfaction Guaranteed

THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, MAY

S, 1919.

Because of the rain, Mrs, Hollis
did not teach at the Boney school last
CAMEKON NEWS
Wednesday and Thursday.
Marion Meredith made a business
trip to Clovis Monday.
Rev. H. W. Rodgers preached to a
A large croVd attended the singing
good sized congregation at New Hope at the home of J. W. Shaver Sunday
night
Sunday morning.
Mack Fooks and family of Texicc
J. Z. Isler is having hit engine repaired at Clovis. Last week a con- are visiting here" with Mrs. Fooks'
necting rod came loose and broke a father, C. L. Miller.
Because of the rain on Tuesday
large hole through the block. He is
night of last wek, the Corean Mishaving a new block put in.
It has rained almost every night sionary J. K, Moose, did not speak at
for a week. The farmers cannot do NewHope, bút gave an interesting
much planting of their row crops, but address at the home of Mrs. M. A.
the wheat and grasa are extra fine.
Johnston on Wednesday afternoon.
L. M. Boney, Tom Doney and Mrs. He spoke- on the Centenary move
Lizzie Boney and Mrs. Myrtle Leach, ment
are each combatting with a case of
Earl Boney makes a trip to Clovis
tonsilitis.
almost every day to get freight for
J. Z. Isler and family and Cleve- thjir store.
land Johnson and family spent SunJ. P. Burnett completed drilling
day afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. E. the second well for Roy Mickey last
W. Leach.
week, but failed to find water in
either. The wells are drilled near the
consolidated school northeast of Bell- Tifed,
view.
Word hus been received that C. C.
Weak,
Halbrook, a former resident of this
place, accident'y run over and killed
in
Dizzy
one of his children lust week with a
wagon.
Women
Leo ami I.oy Lobban made a trip
Air-tig- ht
to Clovis in a wagon the first of the
with
week to get a load of freight.
Impurity-Proo- f.
jcii m nurix and liaine Leach
Headache, spent
Sumluy ut the homo of M. F.
Hendrix.
Pain- here
Mrs. M. F. Morrison wus shopping
Grudy Tuesduy.
at
ana mere
The Blair singing class met at the
Should find relief from home of Mrs. Dunn Sunday night.
their sufferlnRs by taking the Woman's
The Iilair school house is to be
tempernnco Tonic and Nervine, which sold at auction Tuesday, May
20.
lias helped so ninny women
some of
Mr. and Mrs. Conley Ganh spent
tlinu right in yuur neighborhood.
Friday evening with M. F. Hendrix
WRAPPED
A' woman suffering from nervous
IN
family.
and
prodtrnliiin,
excitubilty,
or diiziiiens,
J. 0. Wood, J. R. Burnett and J. Z.
dernngiinent, or displacement of the
special organs, will find
li regained Isler were transacting school business
after using Doctor Tiorce's Favorite Monday.
rri'scriptiun.
The body of Luke Hammon was
For women who are
and shipped to Arkansus for burial last
nt the critical' periods
in a woman's life; from girlhood to week.
Mr. Gerber received a-- shocking
womanhood, and Inter, this .is especially adapted to her needs, for it telegram last Wednesday from Pamstrengthens nnd regulntes.
In tablet pa, Texus, where his family lived,
form or liquid, at drupgiits. Write the
pperinlint nt Doctor 1'ierce's Invalids' stating that his son John had killed
lloU'l, Buffalo, N. V., for free confi- his two sisters and his mother and
dential medirnl advice. Send ten cents shot his brother, then killed himself.
for trial package Favorite Prescription
Mr. Gerber immediately
took the
tablets.
there.
trainfor
John
was
Gerber's
The) System is something like
a Clock
it needs oil occasionally. anAng the early filings here. He sold
everyone mioma tnxe cstor on, or his place to Mr. Crecelius about two
something better, like Doe)or Pierce s
All kinds of bakery good, mudo by
When In town get your dinner at l'leasanl Pellets, which are made of years ago. It is supposed that John
had lost his mind, for he and all the
the Hun kIiI no Bakery, at Ugg & Horn' Okr A
a'.ways
Toil
jalap, aloe
Restaurant
They regulate, cleuuBU and oil ,the family were in high social standing
RcnUnrnst
pet your moneys worlb.
human
'
where they lived.
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The Woodmen of theWorld
The largest and strongest fraternal insurance
socie,ty in the world, sitie as the rock of Gibraltar, rates as low as the lowest, ages' clgible
for membership 1G to 52 yearsj writes .$5,000.
insurance to a member and $100.00 monument
free Imergcncy fund ovcry FORTY FIVE
MILLION DOLLARS to protect your policy.
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DO IT NOW

.satisfaction for
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For particulars see me at my office 206 West

your sweet

Grand Avenue,

tooth.

J. C. RAPP, District Manager
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HIS SALARY "FIXED"

(First published May 1, 1&19.)
NOTICE OF SALE OF. BONDS

.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Resources Over Three Quarters of a
.

Million Dollars

Any small bank' can handle your business
when times are good, but there comes a time
in everyone's life when they need the backing
of a bank like this one. No account too large
for us to handle and none too small for us to
appreciate.

For School District 43, Curry
County, N. M.
Public notice it hereby given that I,
the undersigned County Treasurer
of Curry County, New Mexico, will
offer for sale and will sell to the highest bidder for cash, negotiable coupon
bonds to be issued by School Dis
trict 43, of Curry County, New Mexico, in the amount of f 14,000.00.
Said bonds will bear date of June
1st, 1919, and will be of the denomination of $500.00 each, bearing five
percent interest, to run for a period
of twenty years, with the option for
said district to pay same after ten
years.
Sealed bids will be received at my
office in Clovis, New Mexico, and
same will be opened by me on thi
1st day of June, 1919, at 10 a. m?,
and all bids must be unconditional
and be accompanied by a certified
check of ten percent of bid, the same
to be forfeited in the event the bidder fails to comply with the terms of
this notice, and the said County
Treasurer reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
Witness my hand this 30th day of
April, 1919.
J. S. MORGAN.
County Treasurer.

White Plymouth

"The People's Bank"

That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.

In the matter of the County P.oad
Superintendent of De Baca County,
the Bonrd of County Commissioners,
after carefully considering the matter, adopted a resolution, by unani-ntpu- s
vote of the Board, approving
the'officinl bond of A. P. Anaya, and
fixing the salary of the County Road
Superintendent, A. P. Anaya, at $1.00
per year, to. be changed when the conditions justify, and the finances of
the County will permit. Ft Sumner
Leader.

first
National
Bank

Laundry '

Clovis Steam

Rock

EGGS!
PlyThoroughbred
White
mouth Rock Egirs for sale from
Prize Winning Stock. Only 75c
per setting. .
OLLIE F. FITCH
Comer Grand and Hull

ClovU, N. M.

WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT BIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.

i

,

Telephone 23.

ClovU. New Mexico

(First published May 1, 1919.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
April 26th, 1919.
Notice ia hereby given that Mary
Glen of St. Vrain, N. M., who, on
April 12th, 1915, made Homestead
entry, No. 012490, for NEK, section
2, township 8N, Range 32E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of her intention to make Final three year
proof,- to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. A. Scheu-ricU. S. Commissioner, in hit office
at Clovis, N. M., on the 10th day of
June, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Arthur'L. Gurley of Clovis, N. M.
Frank E. Dent, James E. Roy and
John W. Young, all of St Vrain, New

HAY FEVER OR OILITIS

The Portales News announces that
Probate Judge Compton has gone to
Texas to escape hay fever. But th
destination is in proximity to Texaa,
oil regions. A great many people r
frankly journeying to the land of
gush and gushers but most of therai
frankly admit having oilitis instead of
hay fever. Albuquerque Journal.'

-

h,

Mexico.
W. R. McGILL, Register.
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Job fruiting a the News Office.
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No matter what your wants may
be In Uxt meat Hue we tan meet
them, and wr meet them always
with first quality meatH the
only kind you would buy or
seme on your tawte. We tarry
not only the staples but Use the

(Miracles that go to make a
complete market stock.
We
want to serve you.

City Meat

Market
K.
I'uoik

J.
12S

IIOI STON, Prop.
South Main Street
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WELL, WE CAN'T SAY ABOUT THAT, BUT WE DO KNOW ITS MIGHTY NICE TO HAVE THINGS
TURN OUT AS THEY HAVE WITH US DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS.
OIL CO.,
IT WAS ONLY ABOUT SIXTY DAYS AFTER WE BEGAN WITH THE
BEFORE ANOTHER COMPANY BROUGHT IN ONE OF THE BEST WELLS IN THE BURKBURNETT
FIELD RIGHT NEAR OUR LEASE, THUS PROVING OUR STUFF AND CAUSING OUR STOCK TO ADVANCE EVEN BEFORE'OUR WELL WAS BEGUN. THAT WAS FINE.
BURK-EASTLAN-

THEN, FINDING THERE WERE SO MANY PEOPLE WHO FAILED TO SECURE STOCK IN THE
AND WHO WERE ANXIONS TO INVEST IN A WORTHY OIL PROPOSITION, WE

BURK-EASTLAN-

SECURED OTHER LEASES AND ORGANIZED A SECOND COMPANY.

It was on May 5th that we got our lease at Burkburnett the one our first well will be drilled on.
On Saturday, May 10th, a company brought in a 3,000 BARREL WELL RIGHT NEAR OUR LOCATION, thus, within five days, PROVING our lease snd causing it to more than DOUBLE IN VALUE.'
WHETHER THIS BE JUST GOOD LUCK OR WHETHER WE DISPLAYED UNUSUAL GOOD JUDO"-- ,
MENT IN SELECTING OUR LOCATIONS IS A MATTER OPEN FOR DISCUSSION, BUT THERE IS ONE
THING THAT CAN'T BE DISPUTED, AND THAT IS, THAT WHEN WE OFFER STOCK IN THIS NEW
COMPANY AT PAR, IT ENABLES THE PEOPLE OF CLOVIS AND VICINITY TO MAKE A REAL OIL
INVESTMENT--

TO

SECURE STOCK IN A COMPANY SURE TO GET A WELL JUST AS SOON AS IT IS

DRILLED, AND WHERE YOUR STOCK WILL CERTAINLY ADVANCE WITHIN A SHORT TIME.

A Few Weeks Ago You Could Buy Stock In
Now It Is Bringing From

.$75.00

to

$100,00

Burk-Eastlan-

At Par

d

on Each

$50.00 Invested

and our well is not yet completed. Within a few days it will advance very materially.
But that opportunity is gone we can't get any more of that stock, at par.
THEN HADN'T YOU BETTER INVESTIGATE THIS NEW PROPOSITION? ITS JUST AS SURE TO
GET OIL. OUR WELL WON'T START BEFORE ABOUT 30 DAYS, SO FOR THAT REASON WE WILL
OFFER SOME STOCK AT PAR, EVEN AFTER OUR LEASE IS PROVEN, AS STATED ABOVE. YOU
HAD BETTER GET SOME OF THIS, FOR IT WILL ADVANCE AND THE KAN WHO HAS IT WILL MAKE
SOME NICE EASY MONEY IN A SHORT TIME.
,

CALL AND LET US EXPLAIN IT TO YOU. IT IS A REAL OIL PROPOSITION. 5941! ACRES; NINE
DIFFERENT LEASES; TWO WELLS, AND OUR LOCATION ALREADY PROVED. THIS STOCK IS
BEING SOLD ALL ABOUT US-- IN ROSWELL, ARTESIA, CARLSBAD, ALBUQUERQUE, LAS VEGAS,
'

EL PASO, GALLUP, RATON, DEMING, TUCUMCARI AND ELSEWHERE. THESE PEOPLE KNOW WE
HAVE SOMETHING GOOD AND ARE BUYING IT.
PUT YOUR DOLLARS TO WORK AND MAKE THEM HELP SWELL YOUR
COME, IT IS YOUR DUTY TO LOOK INTO THIS AT ONCE, AS IT OFJERS ONE OF THE BEST
PORTUNITIES FOR QUICK RETURNS WE KNOW OF.

IF YOU WANT

TO

INOP-

See Any of Our Authorized Agents or Call at

i

3 Milk: km
CLOVIS

GEMCY
N. M.

